


welcome

There’s nothing more satisfying than a job well-done! Your hard work is appreciated and now it is time to treat yourself to the multitude of rewards 

available in this catalogue. Within these pages you will find a top-quality selection of the latest products from the most well-known and respected 

manufacturers. These products have been carefully selected in recognition of your dedication and achievement. Turn your hard work into lasting 

memories, family fun, or the ultimate indulgence! The opportunities are endless, and the choices are yours to enjoy! Congratulations on a job well-done!
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Ultimate Indulgence



ELECTROLUX Cabinet Depth Fridge
This side-by-side door cabinet depth fridge is an 
elegant addition to any dream kitchen. It fits right into 
the dimension of your cabinets and the stainless steel 
finish blends into any décor.

10300  980,000 points

ELECTROLUX Induction Range
This slide-in range is a must for any dream kitchen. 
The Induction surface transfers heat directly to the 
cookware so that the surface never heats up. The built-
in convection oven element offers faster cook times.

10301 717,800 points

ELECTROLUX Trash Compactor
The 15” Undercounter Trash Compactor is the perfect 
addition to the ultimate kitchen. It is quiet and 
powerful with the ability to compress up to 13 garbage 
bags into one compact bag.

10302 292,400 points

ELECTROLUX Beverage Cooler
Your luxury kitchen will not be complete without this 
under-counter or free standing beverage centre. It has 
the capacity to store up to 46 wine bottles and you can 
set it to the perfect storage temperature and reserve 
space in your refrigerator.

10303  618,000 points
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WESLEY ALLEN Chelsey Bed Frame
Wesley Allen Iron Beds are made to last and beautifully 
designed. The harmony and balance of this design 
immediately transforms your bedroom into a luxurious 
retreat. Includes headboard, footboard and frame. 
Mattress not included. Aged Bronze/Aged Brass Finish

10304 - Queen 273,400 points
10305 - King 303,200 points

CANADIAN HOT TUB Cedar Spa
This Cedar Hot Tub offers superior luxury with a unique 
deep soaking experience. It allows for freedom of 
movement and ensures you are totally enveloped in 
water. The beautiful cedar exterior withstands harsh 
winter conditions. Requires 120V power.

10306 1,406,800 points
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BRP Side-by-Side ATV
This powerful side-by-side ATV offers stability and 
fuel economy. It features an ergonomic design that 
focuses on rider comfort combined with extremely 
responsive handling so that you can focus on enjoying 
the outdoors.

10307 3,869,800 points

BRP Outlander ATV
This Max 500 XT ATV has much to offer the ATV 
enthusiast. The longer vehicle wheelbase delivers rock-
solid stability and super predictable handling designed 
for riding with a passenger.

10308 3,155,600 points
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BRP Sea-Doo GTI
The BRP Sea-Doo GTI gives you all the comfort and 
convenience you expect from a recreational model, 
combined with the power, technology and ergonomic 
features.

10310 2,826,600 points

BRP Ski-Doo
Take advantage of those perfect winter conditions with 
the Ski-Doo Expedition Sport. This lightweight sled 
hosts an impressive list of features defining luxury tour-
ing and passenger comfort. With more leg room and 
better control, riders have less fatigue.

10309 2,469,800 points
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PANASONIC 58” HD Plasma TV
Experience the rich colours and refined details of 
HD Television with this 58” Plasma TV. This full 1080p 
screen includes 3 HDMI connections and can be set to 
Game Mode for rich gaming graphics.

10315 645,250 points

SONY 60” Bravia HD LED TV
Fusing a striking picture with elegant design, this LED 
backlit HD Television is packed with state-of-the-art 
technology. Watch your favourite fast action sport or 
movie in crystal clear definition. WiFi ready to access 
your favourite movies or games.

10316  708,450 points

SUPER CHEXX Bubble Hockey Game
Entertain your friends and family with a Super Chexx 
“Bubble Hockey” tournament. This hockey game set is 
designed to be played with 2 or 4 players. The scoring 
system records goals, shots on goal and time and goes 
into “Overtime” mode in case of a tie.

10311 904,800 points

ARCADE LEGENDS Video Game
Play all of your favourites with this arcade game. It 
includes up to 125 legendary video games such as 
Space Invaders, Asteroids, Defender, Golden T Golf, 
Tempest and many many more!

10312 880,600 points

CANON EOS D60 Camera Package
Canon’s EOS D60 camera takes you to the next level in 
photography. This 18 megapixel camera is designed for 
professional quality images and creative presentation. 
Includes camera and lens.

10313 412,680 points

PANASONIC 65” 3D Plasma TV
Simulate a full theatre experience with this 3D TV from 
Panasonic. It is full 1080p HD with Cinematic playback. 
It can be set to Game Mode for truly life-like games and 
is WiFi ready to direct access internet movie or games. 
Includes one set of 3D glasses.

10314  1,046,250 points
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Channel Anniversary Ring
Celebrate your special anniversary with this 1.00ct t.w. 
diamond anniversary ring made with 14 kt yellow or 
white gold. Its traditional setting will truly add sparkle 
to your special day!

10324 - 10325  545,000 points

Channel Hoop Earrings
These stunning earrings will look fabulous for any 
occasion! Made of 10 kt yellow or white gold, these 
channel set earrings have 1.00 t.w. of diamonds.

10326 - 10327  425,000 points

EBEL 1911 BTR 137
Ebel’s signature design offers a contemporary and 
sporty look. It features Swiss Chronograph technology 
in a stainless steel dial. The alligator bracelet is hand-
stitched and the dial is protected by sapphire crystal to 
resist scratches.

10317 1,198,400 points

EBEL Ladies Brasilia Watch
This stunning piece has all the design of highly 
sophisticated jewelry and the function of high-quality 
Swiss technology. The dial displays .07 tw of diamonds 
on a white Mother-of-Pearl. The 18k gold set with the 
stainless steel bracelet makes this an attractive piece 
for any wardrobe.

10318 1,206,400 points

MOVADO Series 800 Subsea
Show your style with Movado’s sporty Subsea Watch. 
It is made for high performance and smart style using 
only the best Swiss technology and components.

10319 267,400 points

MOVADO Concerto
This elegant Movado Ladies watch is beautifully crafted 
with Mother-of-Pearl dial and diamond embedded 
casing. It has a stainless steel link bracelet and Swiss 
quartz movement

10320 365,400 points

Pave Anniversary Ring
This stunning anniversary ring is full of dazzle with 1.00 
t.w. of diamonds in a 14 kt white gold setting.

10321 455,000 points

Diamond Pendant
What could be more luxurious than a sparkling 
diamond pendant? This beautiful design is set with a 
.50 t.w. sparkling Canadian diamond. Available in white 
or yellow gold.

10322 - 10323 605,000 points
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TRACKER Fishing Boat Package
Now that you have all your fishing gear ready, you 
will need to find that perfect spot! Get there with 
Tracker’s aluminum boat package. The boat seats up 
to 4 passengers and includes seats, rod stand, 20HP 
outboard engine, electric trolling motor and trailer.

10329 2,587,400 points

NOMAD 19’ Holiday Trailer
Get out and enjoy the great outdoors in Nomad’s 
19 foot holiday trailer. From a colour coordinated 
interior to seamless one-piece roof, it is equipped 
with everything you need for a great getaway. Its 
lightweight design fits a standard hitch with a 3820 lbs 
hitch weight.

10328 4,446,400 points
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Kid Zone



LITTLE TIKES Cozy Coupe
Kids love being behind the wheel! Cozy Coupe is built 
for safety, made for fun! Removable floor allows child to 
use foot-to-floor power or parent uses handle for push 
control. 360° turn ability. Ages 19 mo - 5 yrs.

20300 27,400 points

LITTLE TIKES Double Easel
Bring the best out of your little artist. This durable 
easel allows two children to work together to practice 
writing, drawing, colouring and painting on paper or 
chalkboard. Includes supply tray with chalk and eraser. 
Ages 2-6 yrs.

20301  29,000points

LITTLE TIKES Pro Basketball
Children can play basketball like the pros. Easily 
transportable, this sturdy set includes 5 height 
adjustments from 4 to 6 ft. Includes a breakaway rim 
and basketball. Must be weighted for stability. Ages 2 
yrs+

20302  34,600 points

LITTLE TIKES Jump ‘N Slide
Inflatable Jumper for big fun! This bouncer includes 
protective walls and side rails with two mesh doors 
featuring hood and loop closures to protect children. 
Measures 9x12x6 ft. Recommend max. combined 
weight of 250 lbs.

20303  86,800 points

LITTLE TIKES Picnic House
Come on in, the picnic’s about to begin! This playhouse 
is stocked with pretend burners, oven, cupboards 
and fireplace. A working door, a mail slot and picture 
windows, enhances realism play possibilities. Ages 18 
mo-5 yrs.

20304 83,200 points

LITTLE TIKES Climber/Slide
Your little enthusiast can get ready for big adventure 
on this rock climber and slide. Includes rock climbing 
wall, climbing steps, tunnel and slide. Durable and can 
hold more than one child at a time. Ages 3 yrs+

20305 73,600 points
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RADIO FLYER Bumper Car
Your child can enjoy the classic fun of bumper cars. 
Bumping action triggers seven fun sounds. Safe on 
walls and furniture. More than one creates twice the 
fun! Best for ages 1-3 yrs.

20306 23,600 points

RADIO FLYER Grow ‘N Go Bike
Get ready for two wheel cycling. Radio Flyer Grow ‘n Go 
bike grows with the rider. Start with ease using two side 
training wheels to gain balance until you are ready to 
ride on your own with two wheels! Ages 1-3 yrs.

20307 26,000 points

RADIO FLYER Cargo Wagon
This off-road wooden wagon is big on fun, with extra 
capacity for cargo or kids. Rolls smoothly on inflatable 
tires that can handle almost any terrain. Built to prevent 
tipping. Carries weight up to 150 lbs.

20308 46,400 points

RAZOR Cruiser Scooter
Extra stable for a better ride. Your racer can enjoy extra 
stability and a long comfortable ride on this wide deck 
scooter. Deck is made of flexible wood and wheels for 
any surface. Adjustable height handlebars and a rear 
fender brake. Ages 5 yrs+.

20309 33,000 points

RAZOR Rip Rider 360
This super cool, steel framed design will make 
onlookers dizzy as you spin-out! The casters allow 
resistance-free drifting and spinning action and the 
freewheel system invites incredible coasting speeds, 
Maximum weight 160 lbs. Ages 5 yrs+.

20310  47,400 points

RAZOR Electric Scooter
Enjoy powerful fun and fast speed! This powerful 
scooter offers a powerful ride with lasting endurance. 
The chain driven motor runs on two rechargeable 
batteries (included). Hand operated front brake for 
easy stopping. Charges in approximately 12 hours. 
Ages 8 yrs+.

20311 47,400 points
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VTECH Kidizoom Camera
Kids will have a blast taking pictures and making 
movies with their own Kidizoom digital camera! Easy 
to use and tough enough to last all day. Includes 
connector cable for TV or PC and built in memory to 
store pictures. Built in editing features. Ages 3-9 yrs.

20312 16,800 points

VTECH MobiGo Learning System
MobiGo gives children touch technology that keeps 
them engaged in learning for hours. With a touch 
screen and slide-out keyboard, play fun games and 
learn from their favourite characters about colours, 
numbers, spelling, math and much more. Ages 3-7 yrs.

20313  23,400 points

VTECH V Reader
Children will discover the joy of reading with the 
VTech V Reader. Stories come alive with animation 
and touch screen technology. Adapts to different ages 
with updated cartridge technology. (Cartridge not 
included). Ages 5-8 yrs.

20314 23,400 points

PEG PEREGO John Deere Tractor Loader
Your back yard will never be the same once your 
young farmer owns this Peg Perego chain-driven pedal 
tractor/loader. Child can manoeuvre their tractor with 
working scoop/dump loader. Good for learning eye/
hand coordination. Adjustable seat and roll-bar. Ages 
3-6 yrs.

20315 81,000 points

PEG PEREGO John Deere Gator
The perfect ride for little workers! The John Deere Gator 
has a working dump bed and opening tailgate to haul 
anything. The accelerator and automatic brakes give a 
smooth ride. Seat adjusts to comfort and gear lockout 
controls speed. Ages 3-8 yrs.

20316 130,800 points

PEG PEREGO Polaris Ranger
Little outdoor enthusiasts will enjoy an adventure with 
the Ranger. This SUV allows your child to explore on 
any terrain at an average speed of 5 mph. Bucket seats 
for two with power brakes and knobby tires. Weight 
limit 150 lbs total. Ages 5-10 yrs.

20317 210,000 points
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LEAPFROG Personal Assistant
Little learners can use this text-and-learn to text their 
leapster puppy pal, check planner or play match and 
sound games as well as learning letter names on their 
own pretend browser. Additional activities can be 
found online. Ages 18 mo-3 yrs.

20318 12,800 points

LEAPFROG Magnet-O-Garage
Your young mechanic will learn colours, vehicle names 
and sounds as they interact with Magnet-O-Garage 
combinations. It sings songs in French and English 
and helps develop matching and motor skills. Magnet 
pieces stay on fridge or any magnetic surface. 12 mo+

20319 11,800 points

LEAPFROG Tag
Tag’s amazing reading system will have your young 
learner fascinated like never before. Engages child’s 
senses for a rich reading experience. With Tag, words 
talk, characters sing and stories come to life! Ages 4-8 
yrs. Available in green or pink.

20320 - 20321  18,800 points

LEAPFROG Leapster Learning System
Animated games help child prepare for learning 
important school skills. Features interactive touch 
screen and stylus and holds up to 30 games that kids 
love. Connect online for more activities. Ages 4-8 
yrs. Available in Green or Pink. Includes one game  
cartridge.

20322 - 20323  21,000 points

LEAPFROG Learning Table
Busy, busy with lots to do. Four interactive centers invite 
your child to play all around the table. Learn numbers, 
letters, colours, opposites with 40 fun songs that your 
child can sing-a-long or dance to. Ages 6-36 mo.

20324 21,800 points

LITTLE PEOPLE Animal Farm
Fun animal sounds and plenty to do! Little ones can 
discover what a busy place a farm can be as they learn 
about life on the farm. Includes farmer Jed, cow, sheep, 
horse, pig and goat who make their own sound. Comes 
with barn and fences. Ages 1-5 yrs.

20325 17,800points
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FISHER PRICE Baby Rocker
This soothing baby seat combines calming vibration 
and gentle rocking motion. It has a two position recline 
and a kick stand for feeding or sleeping to provide 
extreme comfort for your baby. Converts into a rocking 
chair for toddlers up to 40 lbs.

20328 24,800 points

PEG PEREGO Car Seat
Your precious cargo can rest safely while travelling in 
the Viaggo SIP car seat. Get additional safety with side-
impact protection and rear facing option for newborns. 
Can be used with or without included base. For babies 
from 5-22 lbs or 30 inches.

20329  87,800 points

PEG PEREGO Switch Stroller
Peg Perego’s ultimate convenient stroller. Viaggo SIP 
car seat can be attached directly to frame for easy 
transport. Converts to face seat forward or backward. 
Easily folds with or without car seat. For babies 5-22 lbs 
or 30 inches.

20330 107,800 points

PEG PEREGO High Chair
Simplify your home by replacing 3 pieces of gear with 
one. This high chair is height adjustable for baby’s 
growth to toddler. Fully reclines and also converts into 
a soothing baby swing or toddler youth chair. Folds 
easily for storage. Holds up to 45 lbs.

20331 97,800 points

GRACO Pack ‘N Play
The Graco Pack ‘n Play is a comfortable place for your 
baby to nap or play, at home or away. It has a removable 
full size bassinet, mattress, bumpers and change table. 
Wheels allow it to roll to any room. Folds and packs in 
carrying case. Ages newborn -18 mo.

20332 47,800 points

GRACO Turbo Booster Safeseat
This seat is the safeseat that young children love. It has 
adjustable height head and arm rests and is padded for 
optimum safety. The design assists seatbelt to secure in 
the right position. For children 40-100 lbs.

20333 32,600 points

SONY Baby Monitor
Whether baby is sleeping or playing, never be out of 
range with the this baby monitor. Designed to give 
maximum range, this unit includes a belt clip for 
convenience as well as light indicator to assure that you 
are in range of your baby’s sounds.

20326 17,880 points

GRACO Infant Swing
Comfort your baby in style with this contemporary 
baby swing. Features flip up tray and 3 level recline. 
Mobile rotates while swing is in motion. 6 speeds and 
a collection of classic music and nature sounds. For 
weight up to 30 lbs.

20327 53,600 points
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BOSE Wave Music System
You will appreciate the high quality of sound with 
greater clarity and definition with the BOSE Music 
System. You can play your MP3 CD’s or standard CD’s 
and it is completely remote controlled. 

30300 149,280 points

BOSE SoundDock 10 Music System
The SoundDock digital music system delivers 
performance you have to hear to believe. Just plug 
in your compatible iPod or iPhone into the docking 
station and bring your favorite songs to life. iPod and 
devices will charge as they play. (iPod not included).

30301 169,280 points

BOSE SoundDock Portable
Bose Portable Music System for iPod allows you to take 
your music to more places - even outdoors! It delivers 
a quality audio performance without compromise. It 
includes a rechargeable lithium battery and remote 
control. (iPod not included).

30302 112,080 points

BOSE Headphones
Bose audio headphones let you experience musical 
detail and a comfortable in-ear fit that conventional 
earbuds cannot match. An enhanced acoustic design 
helps your music sound more natural. The StayHear 
tips rest comfortably and securely in your ears. 

30303 34,480 points

BOSE Audio Headphones
With Bose Audio Headphones you can immerse 
yourself in your music and enjoy an around ear fit that 
stays comfortable for hours. Folds flat for convenient 
carrying in pouch (included).

30304  50,080 points

BOSE Home Theatre Speakers
This high performance compact cube speaker arrays 
include new, sleek, horizontal centre channel speaker 
that complements the look of today’s flat-panels. 
Reproduces deep, powerful low notes for all channels. 
Compatible with 5.1 digital and analog receivers.

30305 262,880 points

BOSE DVD Entertainment System
This system delivers dramatic sound for movies and 
music. The video enhancer provides you with high 
quality video and it digitally stores 340 hours of CD’s, 
then learns your tastes and selects your songs for you. 

30306 289,190 points

BOSE Quiet Comfort Headphones
Quiet Comfort Acoustic Noise Cancelling headphones 
deliver quality audio performance plus acclaimed 
noise reduction in a compact and comfortable on-ear 
style. Just slip them on and experience the difference 
Bose technologies make. 

30307 95,680 points
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APPLE iPod Nano
Apple iPod Nano is now all-music and all touch. It’s 
smaller, lighter, colourful and sleek. It’s half the size of 
the previous generation. Everything you want to do is 
just a tap or swipe away.

30308 53,280 points

APPLE iPod Touch
The world is at your fingertips with the iPod Touch. This 
revolutionary multi-touch screen interfaces to play 
hours of music, test your skills with the amazing 3D 
games, use the built in Wi-Fi to watch movies, surf the 
web or check your email.

30309 86,480points

APPLE iPad 2
Imagine being able to page through websites, write 
an email, flick through photos or watch a movie, all on 
a big beautiful multi-touch screen. iPad’s 9.7 inch, is 
extremely light and thin. Runs all the apps compatible 
with iPhone. (Apps not included.)

30310 173,950  points

TIVOLI iSongBook
The iSongBook system features a detachable speaker 
and true stereo separation and easy portability. Enjoy 
the pleasure of an iPod player that only Tivoli Audio can 
create. (iPod not included).

30311 114,280 points

TIVOLI Digital Music System
This music system delivers full and expansive stereo 
sound including a Space Phase wide mode from two 
integrated speakers and sub-woofer. A self adjusting 
lighted display provides the track and audio play 
information. Compatible with iPod and other devices.

30312 275,880 points

TIVOLI Pal Radio
The PAL Radio has a friendly exterior with its small 
stance and simple controls. It offers frequency 
contouring for musically accurate and tonal balanced 
sound. It is compatible with iPod and other products.

30313 63,680 points
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SONY Reader Touch Edition
Experience a full touch screen that reads like a real 
book on the Reader Touch Edition. Turn the page with 
the swipe of a finger and enjoy intuitive navigation of 
your favourite book. Choose more content from the 
Reader Store where you can access millions of titles on 
public domain or borrow from the on-line library.

30314 73,150 points

CANON Photo Printer
This premium inkjet photo printer possesses the high 
quality performance and ease of use for your printing 
needs. It produces beautiful borderless photos, 
webpage images or documents with amazing quality. 
It can print high resolution 4” x 6” photos in as little as 
20 seconds.

30315 62,680 points

SONY 10” Digital Photo Frame
Showcase your favourite photos in vibrant colour and 
crisp detail with this photo frame. With 2GB of internal 
memory you can store up to 4,000 2mp images. Use the 
USB connection to import directly from your camera, 
phone or computer.

30316 40,880 points

CANON Portable Printer
Print your own photos and you don’t even need a 
computer! Canon’s compact photo printer is made to 
be sturdy with a handle so that you can take it with you 
producing quality photos in seconds. Prints directly 
from memory cards, cameras and mobile devices.

30317 57,480 points

SONY Digital Photo Frame and Printer
Sony’s Digital Frame and Printer makes it easy to 
beautifully display up to 500 2mp pictures and print  
4” x 6” photos. Includes multiple layout selection and 
prints photos in as little as 53 seconds. Remote control 
included.

30318 56,280 points

SONY Alarm Clock/iPod Dock
Dock, watch and wake up to your iPod or iPhone with 
this multi-function clock radio. Compatible with most 
iPod devices you can view photos or watch videos on 
the 7” screen or slide out the retractable docking tray to 
listen to your favourite tunes. (iPod not included)

30319 50,680 points
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CANON SX130 Camera
Smart, sleek and creative the SX130 Camera is the 
perfect companion to all your good times. Capture 
every detail of special moments in crisp, stunning 720p 
high definition. This 12.1 mp camera includes image 
stabilizer and is perfect for lasting memories.

30320 63,280 points

CANON G Series Camera
Let this G Series Camera Inspire you! Feast your eyes on 
this advanced digital camera. It is ready to impress the 
advanced amateur with powerful technologies such as 
PureColour and JPEG image modes, 720p video and 
much more.

30321 131,080 points

SONY Cybershot Camera
Take impressive 14.1 mp pictures with this compact 
digital camera. It captures amazing details with the 
zoom lens and includes settings to take the guess work 
out of lighting to take breathtaking shots.

30322 67,680 points

SONY NEX-3 Camera
Sony’s NEX Camera offers full professional quality 
pictures without the weight so it is easy to take where-
ever you go. It includes high quality sensors that catch 
vivid photos no matter if it is a mid-day portrait, sunset, 
or evening out.

30323 181,480 points

PANASONIC Camcorder
This is the world’s smallest and lightest camcorder! It 
features 78X Optical zoom and 2.7” wide LCD screen 
and allows you to record directly to SD memory cards 
and 4 GB memory. Memory card is not included.

30324 74,680 points

PANASONIC HD Camcorder
Enjoy longer nonstop shooting fun! The Advanced 
Optical Image Stabilizer, 25X optical zoom and 16GB 
built in memory make it easy to produce quality 
videos of any event. Records on SD Memory cards (not 
included).

30325 149,080 points

NIKON S8100 Camera
Help capture moments that are gone in an instant 
with the Nikon’s Coolpix. It features continuous 
shooting with up to 10 frames per second and records 
approximately 120 frames per second. It presents 
serious performance and picture quality.

30326  73,080 points

NIKON D3100 Camera
Nikon’s D3100 camera is so easy to use it shows you 
how. It’s advanced imaging system assures outstanding 
quality. It delivers life-like quality images and records 
beautiful HD movie clips. 

30327 171,080 points
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SONY CD Alarm Clock
Sleek and attractive, this Sony makes the perfect fit in 
your bedroom. The built-in CD player has various play 
modes so you can listen any way you like through built 
in stereo speakers. It also includes a cable to plug in 
your MP3 player. (MP3 player not included).

30328 21,880 points

SONY Boombox with iPod Dock
Experience the awesome power of this boombox. With 
amazing sound and easy compatibility with your iPod 
music player. It also will play your MP3 and CD’s with 
the 5 disc exchange. iPod and MP3 player not included.

30329 111,880 points

SONY iPod Shelf System
Unleash your favourite tunes from your iPod with this 
stylish microsystem. Just plug your iPod into the dock 
and enjoy rich sound. A remote control helps you to 
enjoy music from the comfort of your sofa. iPod not 
included.

30330 40,880 points

SONY Neckband Headphones
Neckband headphones from Sony make it easy to 
add music to your workout without the fuss. The 
lightweight construction and unobtrusive form makes 
them perfect for almost any activity.

30333 17,880 points

SONY CD Boombox for iPod
Make the most of your listening experience with the 
multi-function Sony portable boombox. It features a 
secure docking compartment for your iPod or iPhone 
and charges it while it is plugged in. (iPod not included)

30332 34,880 points

SONY Home Theatre Receiver
Experience HD at home with this powerful receiver. It 
integrates the latest technologies, making operating 
simple and easy to follow, simplifying speaker set up 
and optimizing speaker with the push of a button. It is 
Blu-ray disc player compatible.

30334 90,880 points

SONY Blu-ray Surround System
Complete your entertainment experience with 5.1 
channels of high quality surround sound with Bravia’s 
system. Connects to multiple HDMI devices which you 
can expand as you need. Blu-ray player not included.

30331 90,790 points

SONY 3D Blu-ray Theatre System
Awaken your senses and experience your movies in 
high-definition with this 3D Blu-ray disc home theatre 
system. It features surround sound and wireless rear 
speakers. (Blu-ray player not included).

30335 217,790 points
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NINTENDO DS Bundle
Take all your favourite games wherever you go with this 
Nintendo handheld game system. The bundle includes 
game system, charger, stylus and other accessories as 
well as two starter games. (Games and accessories may 
be subject to substitution.)

30336 85,280 points

NINTENDO Wii Bundle Game System
Be part of the action with Nintendo games on this Wii 
bundle. This bundle comes with the console, one wave 
controller pack, one resort controller pack and start up 
game as well as 2000 Nintendo Points card. Accessories 
subject to substitution.

30337 110,680 points

PLAYSTATION Go Bundle
Play on the Go with this Portable Playstation Handheld 
game system. It includes 4 GB of memory so that you 
can store your games and comes with soft carrying 
case and a $50.00 Playstation network card.

30338 108,880 points

PLAYSTATION 3 Bundle Game System
Entertain the whole family and friends with this  
Blu-ray ready Playstation Game Console. It includes  
160 GB memory, HDMI cables and Blu-ray Remote 
control. It even gets you started with a Blu ray movie 
and one game.

30339 144,880 points

XBOX 360 Bundle Game System
For those who love high-action video games the XBOX 
360 bundle gets you started with its 250 GB console, 
wireless network adaptor and two wireless controllers. 
One XBOX game is included with this Bundle.

30340 126,880 points

TOMTOM Portable GPS System
Access the best maps with TomTom GPS technology. 
Its slim portable design gives you freedom to take this 
handy navigator almost anywhere. Enjoy the extra 
wide touch screen, hands-free calling. Record your own 
voice directions and even listen to music on the go.

30341 64,880 points
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SONY 22” Bravia LED TV
Experience HD quality, incredible contrast and sharp, 
vibrant, life-like picture with Sony Bravia 720p HDTV. 
This 22” LED backlit screen is perfect for smaller rooms 
and offers ample HD connections

30342 112,450 points

SONY 32” Bravia 3D LED TV
This Sony 720p HDTV has just the right amount of 
features, style and performance to make it a great 
entry level choice. It has easy, one-touch management 
of compatible Sony products and 32” of crystal clear 
picture quality.

30343  231,450points

SONY 40” Bravia LED TV
Bring the glory of full Sony 1080p into any room in your 
home. Enhances Blu-ray and HD gaming  Blu-ray Disc 
Player which makes it a breeze to watch your favourite 
Blu-ray and DVD movies. It delivers amazing life-like 
images with superior colour and contrast. 

30344 317,450 points

Sony 46” Bravia LED TV
This Sony 1080p TV is an impressive centerpiece to any 
entertainment system that combines a clean design 
with cutting edge features. Enjoy exceptionally smooth 
motion in fast-action sports scenes, movies and games. 

30345  334,650 points

SONY 55” Bravia 3D LED TV
Experience the pinnacle of Sony Bravia’s quality with 
this 55” HDTV. It is designed to deliver high-quality 
contrast colours and deep blacks and bright whites. It 
features MotionFlow technology for smooth streaming 
of your high action sports and movies.

30346 598,450 points

SONY 3D Blu-ray PLAYER
Watch Blu-ray disc movies in full HD 1080p or connect 
to the web and access an unrivaled assortment of 
movies, videos and music.

30347 58,480 points
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PANASONIC 42” 3D Plasma TV
Panasonic’s Plasma TV delivers incredible clarity when 
viewing movies, sports or video games. Updated 
technology analyzes and optimizes each scene and 
movement for optimal picture. It features an anti-
reflective screen shield, HDMI inputs and SD card slot.

30348  292,050 points

PANASONIC DVD Recorder
TV your way, on your schedule. This DVD recorder 
features multi-format recording and playback. SD 
memory card slot, USB input for JPEG and MPE 
playback. Converts up to 1080p for high definition 
quality.

30351 75,480 points

PANASONIC 42” LED TV
The Panasonic LED back-lit LCD TV features excellent 
light transmittance and an LED backlit screen to 
efficiently increase brightness. It achieves the highest 
level of brightness and energy efficiency. Includes 
1080p HD and wide angle viewing. Includes iPod doc.

30350  317,650 points

PANASONIC 50” 3D Plasma TV
The Panasonic 50” Plasma television has been designed 
with a combination of technology advancement that 
delivers true life colour, clarity and contrast. It features 
HDMI connection and simulated surround sound.

30349 578,650 points

PANASONIC 60” 3D Plasma TV
Experience the ultimate viewing experience with 3D 
television by Panasonic! This 50” theatre size television 
is developed with the latest in 3D technology to give 
you vivid life-like images! Includes one pair of 3D 
glasses.

30352 698,650 points

PANASONIC 3D Glasses
Enjoy the ultimate viewing experience of 3D glasses 
together with an extra set! They are designed to 
provide high precision clear images to each eye and 
can be worn with regular prescription glasses. Does not 
support other brands.

30353 28,880 points

PANASONIC Cinema Projector
Get closer to the action with the awesome power of 
large screen. The stunning detail and bright, vivid 
images is brought out through this projector. With 
2000 lumens of brightness and HDMI connections, you 
can get the details hard to catch on a small screen.

30354  544,880 points

PANASONIC Portable Blu-ray
Panasonic’s portable Blu-ray player is fully equipped for 
car use and easily adjusts to give you optimal picture. It 
can play up to 3.5 hours of playback on battery. Car DC 
adapter included.

30355 112,880 points
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PANASONIC Cordless Phones
Clear communication is the key to success and 
Panasonic leads the revolution in high tech. This 
cordless phone systems comes with many features 
to give you enhanced range and clarity. Includes 2 
handsets with outside conference calling and phone 
book storage.

30356 33,770 points

PANASONIC Answering System
Never miss a call with Panasonic’s answering system. 
Panasonic’s advanced technology offers enhanced 
range. It includes base, 2 handsets and range extender 
and has many features including 16 minute digital 
answering system, hands free speakerphone and more.

30357 33,770  points

PANASONIC Massage Chair
The Urban Massage Chair is a great way to relax while 
you enjoy your favourite entertainment. It features pre-
programmed massage routines for your back neck, legs 
and feet. The Air Ottoman system extends and raises to 
massage your calves and feet. 

30366  810,880 points

PANASONIC Noise Cancelling Ear Buds
Panasonic’s noise cancelling buds combine comfort 
and a strong sense of style with amazing sound. It 
features a rich metallic finish and chrome accents. The 
cord slider also helps to keep your headphones tangle-
free.

30359 12,880 points

PANASONIC Couture Earphones
Panasonic personal audio brings a whole new 
dimension with couture. High fidelity meets high 
fashion with metallic finish and Swarovski cubic 
zirconia accent. Comes in turquoise, onyx, amber and 
tourmaline.

30360 - 30363  12,880 points

PANASONIC Headphones
Panasonic combines modern design with a clear and 
powerful sound in headphones that are guaranteed 
to deliver top notch, solid performance. Comes with 
airplane adapter, stereo plug adapter, carrying case, 
and features long battery life of up to 40 hours.

30364  56,680 points

PANASONIC Home Theatre System
This Panasonic Home Theatre system is great for 
watching movies and delivers exceptional sound 
quality from portable audio players and other sources. 
It delivers up to 1080p HD video and includes an iPod 
dock. 

30365 66,590 points

PANASONIC Wall Mount System
This slim, compact audio system is not short on 
delivering clear dynamic sound. It includes an 
integrated iPod, MP3 player dock and CD player as well 
as AM/FM radio with 45 preset stations and fully digital 
amplifier.

30358 59,880 points
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FRIGIDAIRE Stainless Fridge
The Frigidaire Stainless Steel Fridge features 18 cu. ft. 
of space and includes two sliding spill safe-shelves, 
two crisper drawers, two humidity controls and three 
fixed door shelves that carry up to 2 gallons. Comes in 
separate right or left open models.

40300 - 40301  199,800 points

FRIGIDAIRE 30” Range
This stainless steel range is built for more capacity so 
that you can cook more at once. Features Easy Touch 
button controls, even baking and self-cleans with ease. 
Automatic shut-off for safety.

40302 206,800 points

FRIGIDAIRE Dishwasher
This large capacity dishwasher can fit up to fourteen 
place settings per load so you can wash more at once. 
Easy selection options at a touch of a button. Runs quiet 
and efficiently without compromising performance!

40303 140,800 points

ELECTROLUX Washer
Experience the efficiency and quality of a front load 
washer! Large capacity wash cycle that is completed 
faster than ever. Includes Steam Select option with 
select cycles. Sanitize and allergen cycle for true 
freshness, protecting your family’s health.

40304 380,800 points

ELECTROLUX Dishwasher
The 24” Electrolux Built-In Dishwasher is so quiet you 
can run it whenever you want. Offers large usable 
capacity for serving dishes. Gentle enough for your 
stemware and ensures spotless glasses every time.

40305 455,800 points

ELECTROLUX Fridge
Electrolux offers so many features with this side-by-side 
refrigerator. The water filter keeps water and ice fresh. 
Touch control allows settings to chill your favourite 
food to the perfect temperature. Includes perfect temp 
drawer and beautiful glass shelves.

40306 740,800 points

ELECTROLUX Range
Coordinate an entire meal with this high capacity range 
featuring 5.7 cu ft of cooking space. Includes a 1.4 cu ft 
second oven for more convenience. Convection oven 
helps cook 30% faster. Three sizes of elements and 
Wave Touch Control. Available in Electric or Gas.

40307 - Electric 660,800 points
40308 - Gas  700,800 points

ELECTROLUX Dryer
The Electrolux Front-Load Dryer offers faster drying 
time with more capacity so that you can spend less 
time in the laundry room. Perfect Steam feature 
steams out wrinkles and Sanitize cycle removes 99% 
of bacteria in fabric leaving your clothes fresh and dry.

40309 330,800 points
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IROBOT Roomba Vacuum
Vacuuming is easy with the iRobot Roomba! 
Designed with an intelligent and effective vacuuming 
technology, it cleans floors routinely so you don’t have 
to. Automatically adjusts from carpet to hard surface. 
Its rotating brushes lift dirt, dust and debris.

40310 104,800 points

IROBOT Scooba Floor Washer
Clean floors without anything to do. The iRobot Scooba 
can prep, wash, scrub and dry your hard floors all at 
the touch of a button. Cleans up to 250 square feet per 
charge.

40311 83,600 points

EUREKA Zuum Central Vac
Eureka offers ultimate convenience in homecare with 
the Central Vacuum system. 550 Watts of power and 
a true HEPA self cleaning filter. Attachments include 
power brush, floor brush, chrome wands and hose.

40312 227,800 points

HOOVER Upright Vacuum
This Upright Vacuum is a clean choice using bagless 
technology. It comes with a Pet Hair tool, offers 
extended reach and has a self-cleaning HEPA filter. 
Rotating brushes and airflow lift and trap dirt so it ends 
up in your cleaner, not back onto your floor.

40313 54,800 points

HOOVER Steam Extractor
Get high-traffic areas super-clean with the Hoover 
Steam Vac. It has a large capacity dirt cup making 
clean-up a breeze. Steam cleaning your carpets has 
never been so easy!

40314 76,800 points

HOOVER Hard Floor Cleaner
Now you can forget the mops, buckets and brooms 
with this one-step Hard Floor Cleaning system. 
Hoover’s Floormate Deluxe offers both a wet and dry 
vacuuming system, with spray trigger and rotating 
brush to get your floors sparkling clean! Folds for easy 
storage.

40315 72,800 points
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DYSON Countertop Air Multiplier
Cool your home with the Dyson Table Top Air Multiplier. 
Dyson’s innovative technology makes this fan safe and 
virtuously soundless. With no blade it is easy to clean. 
Multiplies air intake to produce a continuous airflow.

40316  95,800 points

DYSON Tower Air Multiplier
Dyson’s unique technology cools your home efficiently 
and quietly with the Tower Air Multiplier. With no blade 
or screen it is easy to clean. Tower shape fits in any  
small space and is great for any room.

40317 132,800 points

DYSON Hand Held Vacuum
This Dyson handheld vacuum with dual power mode, 
gives longer run-time for large jobs or extra suction for 
stubborn dirt. Powered by the new Dyson digital motor 
it’s faster and power efficient. It is lightweight and easy 
to hold while you use it.

40318 59,800 points

DYSON Upright Multifloor
This upright vacuum uses a lightweight design and 
longer wand handle to reach all those difficult places 
for any floor style. The washable HEPA filter and cyclone 
technology ensures maximum cleaning.

40319 121,800 points

DYSON Ball Upright Vacuum
Dyson’s ball technology steers smoothly with a turn 
of the wrist. Its light-weight design and quick-draw 
telescopic wand ensure cleaning is a breeze. It also 
includes a motorized brush bar to remove pet hair and 
dander.

40320 159,800 points

DYSON Animal Canister Vacuum
This powerful vacuum eliminates pet hair! Dyson’s 
cyclone technology steers smoothly with the turn of 
the wrist. Washable HEPA filter leaves your air cleaner. 
The compact canister handles easy on stairs and small 
spaces. Hygienic and quick to empty.

40321 173,800 points
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SHOP-VAC Wet/Dry Pump Vac
Shop-Vac offers the ultimate in Wet/Dry Shop-Vacs. 
This system is built with a 42L tank and convertible 
blower port, lock on hose and operates quietly. You can 
pick up water from one area and dump it to another. It 
allows you to keep vacuuming while you empty your 
tank.

40322 50,600 points

SHOP-VAC Portable Contractor Vac
This portable heavy duty wet/dry contractor vac has a 
15L tank and 5.5 peak HP. It is compact and portable for 
anyone who needs to clean up tough messes. It also 
features a top carry handle for easy lifting and a lock-
on hose system.

40323 32,600 points

SHOP-VAC Vac ‘n Vac
The Shop-Vac Vac ‘n Vac comes with a 7.6L tank for the 
small jobs and can be added to the 38L tank for heavy 
duty jobs. There is a top and side handle, 18’ power 
cord, a powerful motor and an oversized drain tank.

40324 48,600 points

KARCHER Pressure Washer
This 2000 psi German engineered, Karcher Electric 
Power washer gets your cleaning done. Includes a 
dirt blaster and multi-pressure wand and delivers 
50% more cleaning power. Portable wheel base and 
integrated hose, trigger, wand holder.

40325 80,200 points

BLACK & DECKER Cordless Inflator
The Black & Decker Cordless Inflator is great for sports, 
camping or roadside emergencies. It packs enough 
power to inflate a vehicle tire from flat with one charge. 
Light and compact to fit any storage area.

40326  34,800 points

GOSS Generator Inverter
Have power wherever you go with the Goss Power 
Inverter. 1000 Watts max or 900 operating, it has a 120V 
15A receptacle 53cc engine and low idle control.

40327 128,800 points

GOSS 1600 W Generator
This compact portable generator packs the power you 
need with 1600 W and 2-120V 5A plug in. It is a fully 
enclosed case with an integrated gas tank.

40328 116,800 points

KARCHER Gas Pressure Washer
This powerful pressure washer gives you professional 
cleaning power with little effort. It is gas-powered so 
you can take it anywhere. The engine is designed for 
easy starting and rugged reliability. Hose, wand and 
spray attachments included.

40329 134,800 points
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PORTER CABLE Tool Kit
Porter Cable gives you all the power you need with 
this four piece tool kit. Includes 18V drill/driver, circular 
saw, reciprocating saw and floodlight, complete with 
battery and charger. Soft sided carrying case also 
included.

40330 76,600 points

PORTER CABLE Expansion Light
Porter Cable’s expansion light offers 13W of extra 
lighting to help you with your project. 360 Pivot 
and adjustable for any work area and designed with 
hanging hook for hands-free lighting.

40331  20,800 points

STANLEY Insulated Plier Set
This three-piece plier set has insulated hand-grips for 
safety. Includes 7 1/4” combination, 6 7/8” diagonal and 
8 1/4” long nose pliers. Complete with plastic carry-
case.

40332 22,400 points

STANLEY Xtreme Antivibe Hammer
No home or work area can be without one, so why not 
use the best. The Xtreme Antivibe hammer has grip and 
antivibe technology to protect your wrist and hammer 
no matter how hard the job is. Includes magnetic nail 
starter feature.

40333 17,800 points

STANLEY Mobile Work Station
Four storage solutions in one. It includes tool box, parts 
bin, portable tray and oversized bin for larger items. 
Folds up to go on 7” durable wheels.

40334 40,200 points

PORTER CABLE Nailer/Compressor
This kit is packed with features to make your job get 
done fast. The 6 gallon compressor allows you to drive 
more nails faster than others. Uses standard brad 
nails from 5/8” to 2”. Includes compressor, brad nailer, 
carrying case, air hose and 500 brad nails.

40335 105,800 points

STANLEY 170 PC Mechanic Set
Stanley offers professional grade Mechanics tools that 
are made of full-polished Chrome Vanadium. Includes 
1/4”, 3/8”, 1/2” round head, 6pt deep sockets, 8 combo 
wrenches and much more. Sturdy carry-case included.

40336 63,800 points

FATMAX 25’ Measuring Tape
This tape measure is rugged and made for any building 
site. With 11’ tape standout and 1 1/4” wide strip, it 
is easy to work with. Clips to tool belt or workbench.  
Handy whenever you need it.

40337 12,800 points
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BLACK & DECKER Laser Stud Finder
Black & Decker offers two tools in one with the 
Combination Tool. It includes a laser that projects 
a horizontal level line and Bullseye auto leveling 
technology. The stud finder can detect wood or metal 
beams as well as live A/C wires.

40338 23,800 points

BLACK & DECKER Portable Vac
Pet hair and dust are no match for this portable vac. The 
Cordless Mini Canister Vac comes with a 4’ flexible hose 
to reach tight spots. High performance motor gives 
high suction. Includes Pet Hair cleaning tool.

40339 27,800 points

BLACK & DECKER Complete Sander
Finish or re-finish with Black & Decker’s complete 
sanding kit. The SmartSelect dial identifies the right 
sanding base and automatically sets optimal speed 
for your task. Features the easy empty filtered dust 
canister and easy off sandpaper secures.

40340 25,600 points

BLACK & DECKER Portable Jigsaw
The Black & Decker LineFinder Portable Jigsaw 
illuminates your cutline for greater visibility. Set the dial 
to your task and the Smart Select Feature sets optimal 
orbital setting and speed. Designed for an accurate, 
smooth cut and durability.

40341 27,600 points

DREMEL Rotary Tool Kit
The Dremel Rotary tool offers performance, precision 
and control for a wide variety of projects. This kit 
includes the rotary tool and a variety of cutting, 
sharpening and grinding tools with its own carry case.

40342 40,600 points

BLACK & DECKER Workmate
Black & Decker’s Workmate Project Centre is just what 
you need to complete your home shop. Built for a  
450 lb load, adjustable jaws allow you to clamp all 
shapes. Legs adjust for higher or lower jobs. Storage 
pouch keeps tools handy while you work.

40343 40,000 points
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DEWALT 7 1/4” Circular Saw
The 7 1/4” Circular Saw is the lightest contractor-grade 
circular saw available. Weighing just 9.5 pounds, the 
power is boosted with a 15 amp motor for maximum 
rpm. The handles are ergonomically designed so you 
can work comfortably until the job is done.

40344 58,000 points

DEWALT Compound Mitre Saw
This Single Bevel Compound Mitre Saw offers great 
value. It features increased cut capacity with a 12” blade 
and includes a built-in carry handle and lightweight 
design to use on any jobsite.

40345 135,800 points

DEWALT Cut Out Tool
The perfect tool for preparing walls for new outlets or 
cords. This tool comes with a drywall bit and 2 collets. 
It is light and easy to handle so that you can get the 
job done easily.

40346 36,200 points

DEWALT Table Saw
This compact table saw is easy to transport to your 
jobsite. 16” of rip gives you the flexibility of a variety of 
larger shelving and trim. Strong enough for even the 
hardest wood, yet light enough to carry easily. Stand 
not included.

40347 155,800 points

DEWALT 10” Sliding Mitre Saw
This 10” Double Bevel Compound Sliding Mitre Saw is 
designed with innovative features to provide end users 
with high levels of accuracy, capacity, and ability. It is 
easy to use and is ideal for finishing work.

40348 193,800 points

DEWALT Router
DeWalt’s variable speed Router includes both a fixed 
base and plunge base to give you all the options you 
need for your finishing work. Built to change bits easily 
and LED light for more visibility, it also has a secure 
base to make stable accurate cuts.

40349 75,800 points
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DEWALT Small Angle Grinder
This tool is so versatile you will not want to live without 
one. Grind a broken screw, remove paint or change the 
pad and polish your favourite vehicle. It’s lightweight 
and durable, with quick change technology to change 
discs to adjust to your need.

40350 40,600 points

BLACK & DECKER Palm Sander
Finish your sanding jobs faster and with more comfort 
with the Black & Decker Palm Sander. Get a smooth 
finish with the optimum powered motor and soft grip 
for great control and comfort. Dust collector keeps 
work area clean and dust free.

40351 25,800 points

DEWALT Portable Radio
Designed for the rugged work area, the DeWalt radio 
gives you great sound even in the noisiest work area. 
It can be connected to a CD player or MP3. Three stage 
charging system offers maximum run time. Weather 
resistant and durable. Great for any location!

40352 66,880points

DEWALT 12V Drill Driver
This compact lightweight driver is perfect for those 
projects around the house. It has 2-speed settings for 
optimal torque and LED light for visibility in tight areas.

40353  62,200 points

DEWALT 18V Drill/Impact Kit
The perfect combination for your home or shop. This 
18V Drill/Impact kit combines the right combination of 
rotational tools for installing shelves, cabinets or any 
handiwork. Charger and tool case included. Impact 
driver is strong enough for the toughest jobs.

40354 115,800 points

DEWALT Portable Contractor Vac
DeWalt’s wet/dry vac is a great tool for contractors to 
clean up at the end of a job. It features a 2 gallon tank 
and runs off 120V AC or 12-18V DeWalt battery for 
portability and convenience. Filter captures 99.7% of 
the dust as fine as drywall dust.

40355 50,400 points

BLACK & DECKER Cordless Drill
This cordless drill from Black & Decker gives you the 
torque you need for your small jobs. It’s light and 
comfortable to use for precise drilling for wood metal 
and plastic. Speed control and no-slip grip allows for 
better control countersinking.

40356 33,800 points

DEWALT Max LED Worklight
This high performance industrial tool features a bright 
LED output of 130 Lumens. The powerful magnet offers 
hands-free use in multiple placements. It also has a 
kickstand and hanging hook so that you can use it in 
any space.

40357 19,600 points
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HUSQVARNA Leaf Blower
This efficient leaf blower combines high blowing 
power with user friendliness. It is lightweight and easy 
to manoeuvre thanks to the in-line air outlet.

40358 70,800 points

HUSQVARNA Grass Trimmer
The Husqvarna gas-powered trimmer is lightweight 
with a curved shaft trimmer to trim those hard to reach 
places. Equipped with the easy loading, semi automatic 
trimmer head and made to reduce emissions and an 
auto-return stop switch for trouble free starting.

40359 66,600 points

HUSQVARNA Medium Chainsaw
This lightweight and efficient all-around saw is 
exceptional for those looking for a chainsaw that is easy 
to start and manoeuvre. X-TORQ technology provides 
increased cutting power with low fuel consumption. 
Features low vibration, and SmartStart fuel pump.

40360 107,800 points

HUSQVARNA Heavy Chainsaw
Husqvarna’s heavy duty chainsaw packs in more 
horsepower for those looking for more professional 
quality in a chainsaw. Some features include ergonomic 
handle, felling marks, SmartStart and X-Torque for easy 
start and lower fuel consumption.

40361 129,800 points

HUSQVARNA Lawn Tractor
The compact Husqvarna lawn tractor features Briggs 
& Stratton engine technology and foot-pedal control. 
Offers six position cutting height and is designed for 
comfort and easy mowing. May not look exactly as 
shown.

40362 540,800 points

MCCULLOUGH Single Stage Snow Thrower
McCullough’s single stage snow thrower features 
a 10” height intake and 21” path. The remote chute 
rotation lever means you never have to stop to change 
direction. May not be exactly as shown.

40363 184,600 points

HUSQVARNA Snow Blower
The gross torque LCT engine makes this a powerful 
choice for all your snow-removal needs. It has a 23” 
high snow intake capacity and delivers a 27” path. 
Power steering option available for easier turns in deep 
snow.

40364 360,600 points

HUSQVARNA Robotic Mower
If you want the perfect lawn but not the work, then 
Husqvarna’s automower is the perfect choice. This 
rechargeable mower uses a keypad to enter settings to 
cut your grass frequently. It can cut up to 1/5 acre per 
charge and when it starts to run out of power, returns 
to the charger. Once charged, it finishes the job.

40365  568,600 points
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BLACK & DECKER String Trimmer
Trimming those rough edges is easy with the 18V 
cordless string trimmer. Comes with 2-18V batteries 
for twice the run time. All the power you need without 
gas and is clean and easy to use. Easily converts from a 
trimmer to an edger.

40366 46,600 points

BLACK & DECKER Hedge Trimmer
The powerful 24V Hedge Hog rechargeable battery 
delivers plenty of power and run-time. 22” blade 
delivers a smooth level cut. Shearing blade cuts up to 
3/4” branch. Cuts fast, clean and comfortably with less 
vibration.

40367 40,600 points

BLACK & DECKER Leafblower/Mulcher
With 200 mph of blow action this effective leaf blower 
and mulcher in one makes yard cleanup easy. Push 
button release converts blower into vacuum. Low noise 
design for quieter operation.

40368 36,600 points

BLACK & DECKER Rechargeable Mower
This rechargeable 19” 36V self propelled mower can cut 
a 1/3 acre homesite in one charge. The rechargeable 
battery lifts so you can swap with another. Includes 
mulch plate, rear bag and discharge chute. Clean, no 
oil needed.

40369 150,800 points

TORO High Wheel Lawn Mower
This recycler mower with high rear wheels and variable 
speed front wheel drive self propel will help you tackle 
uneven terrain with ease. Features 22” cut width and is 
easy to clean with the “Washout” port.

40370 136,800 points

TORO Personal Pace Lawn Mower
The Personal Pace Lawn Mower automatically senses 
your walking speed. Just walk and mow. The self propel 
system will change the way you feel about mowing. 
Includes bag on demand and 22” cutting width.

40371 156,800 points
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SUNBEAM Heated Sports Wrap
The Heatflex Sports Wrap is a contoured, flexible 
wrap ideal for neck or back pain relief. It has four heat 
settings and a two hour auto shut-off feature. There is 
also a moist-heat option to soothe even the deepest 
pain. Includes vinyl storage bag.

40372 22,600 points

THUMPER Foot Massager
The perfect complement to a fitness and wellness 
program. It has variable speeds and programs for 
required acu-pressure to relieve feet, calves, hamstrings 
and lower back muscle for runners and people who 
spend long hours on their feet.

40373 82,600 points

SUNBEAM Electric Blanket
You dreams will never be interrupted by a cold room 
with this queen-size electric blanket. Preheats selection 
allows you to preheat sheets before you go to bed, then 
adjusts heat to consistent temperature all night. The 10 
hour auto shut off keeps  you and your loved ones safe.

40374 56,800 points

HEALTH-O-METER Weigh Scale
The Health-O-Meter Lithium digital glass weigh 
scale has an attractive style that fits any décor. The 
8mm glass platform is made for strength and safety. 
Accurately measures weight within .2 lbs. Lithium 
battery included.

40375 25,600 points

BIOS FITNESS Glass Scale
When you want to track your results this scale gives 
you plenty of encouragement. It measures weight, 
Body Mass Index, water and muscle percentage and 
recommended calorie intake. Maximum weight 300 lb.

40376 22,600 points

CONAIR Foot Spa
Relax your feet after a long walk with Conair’s heated 
bubbling foot spa! It combines gentle vibration, 
bubbles and heat to relax those achy muscles. It has 4 
massage rollers and additional pedicure attachments 
and is extra deep to accommodate your whole foot.

40377 26,600 points
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CONAIR Ceramic Styler
Conair’s blow dryer is salon quality styling with a 
quieter more powerful motor, extending the life of the 
dryer. Its ionic and ceramic technology reduces static 
and frizz, while preventing heat damage. The end 
result: beautifully styled hair.

40378 20,600 points

REMINGTON Ionic Hot Rollers
Cascading curls are easy to create when you have the 
right tools. Remington’s Hot Rollers put perfect curls 
at your fingertips. Designed to stay hot longer, ionic 
conditioning reduces frizz. Includes 20 rollers and pins.

40379 16,600 points

REMINGTON Shaving Beauty Kit
Remington’s 7-in-1 Beauty Kit has all your trimming 
and detail needs in one beauty bag! Cordless wet/dry 
shaver with attachments included. Hypoallergenic and 
offers an irritation-free shave every time.

40380 17,800 points

ORAL B Electric Toothbrush
Oral B’s Triumph Electric Toothbrush has a wireless 
sensor that notifies you to adjust pressure for a 
healthier brush. 3D oscillating action that pulsates to 
loosen plaque and leave you with fresh healthier gums 
and teeth.

40381  46,800 points

CONAIR Ionic Steam Straightener
The Ionic Steam Straightener professionally straightens 
your curly locks without having to go to the salon! It 
combines ultra high heat, steam, nano silver, ionic 
and tourmaline ceramic technology to provide longer 
lasting results and faster styling.

40382 19,800 points

PANASONIC Men’s Blade Shaver
One try and you will never use another! This shaver 
offers the luxury of wet and convenience of dry shaving 
in one. The blade design and pivot system ensures a 
close, smooth, shave every time. Ergonomic design 
makes it easy to hold for even more comfort!

40383 48,600 points

REMINGTON Grooming Kit
The Remington PG360 grooming system gives you all 
the tools to manage your needs. Use it to shape or trim 
to create your favourite look. Includes cordless shaver 
and charging stand, foil shaver with self sharpening 
blades and attachments.

40384 18,600 points

WATERPIK Dental Water Jet
Clinically proven to be 93% more effective than dental 
floss the water jet removes particles below the gumline 
and massages gums for a fresh healthy mouth. Water 
reservoir can be refilled without being removed.

40385 22,800 points
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SAHARA Wall Mount Fireplace
Enhance your décor with this popular wall-mounted 
electric fireplace. The three colors of sand add a unique 
twist to the standard fire. Use flame effects alone or 
warm the room with the powerful heater. Installs with 
a simple hanging bracket.

40386 144,800 points

ROWENTA Advancer Iron
Rowenta’s Advancer Iron pumps out high pressure 
steam for fast, effective crease removal. Many other 
features like the large water tank, easy to use electronic 
control, soft grip handle and three way safety shut off 
makes this iron a necessity!

40387 38,600 points

BIONAIRE Air Cleaner
Bionaire’s PERMAtech Air Cleaner HEPA-type high 
efficiency air filter keeps your room fresh by eliminating 
99% of smoke, dust, pollen, mold or pet dander in your 
home. Washable filter, 4 settings. Good for 13’ x 13’ 
room.

40388 60,600 points

VITAPUR Water Dispenser
This 38” Deluxe Series water dispenser offers three 
temperature options. It features easy to use push 
button taps with childproof safety. Energy saving insta-
hot feature prepares hot water in minutes. Use with 3 
or 5 gallon bottles.

40389 63,800 points

TEMPEST Tabletop Torch
The Tempest Torch shows the spinning, spiral-like flame 
fueled by a small can of gel fuel. This model can be 
burned inside or outside for a beautiful presentation of 
fire and light. Gel fuel is non-toxic and clean-burning. 
Fuel not included.

40390 84,800 points

SUNBEAM Warm Mist Humidifier
Sunbeam’s Warm Mist Humidifer does more than keep 
the air in your home balanced. It can be used to bring 
comfort from cold and flu symptoms for your family. 
3.8L capacity with two settings and a 24 hour run time.

40391 26,600 points

BIONAIRE Hepa Air Purifier
Bionaire uses a true-hepa filter to remove 99.97% of 
airborne particles and pollutants. Built-in air ionizer 
and three speed fan control enhances the air qualtiy in 
your home. Tower design makes it easy to fit any décor.

40392 36,600 points

DANBY Portable Home Comfort System
This dual hose home comfort system features 
a revolutionary design. It is an air conditioner, 
dehumidifier and 3-speed fan. Air conditioner 
evaporates water so no emptying. With portable rolling 
castors it truly is the ultimate in home comfort.

40393 163,200 points
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PANASONIC Answering System
Panasonic’s cordless answering system is just what you 
need to get all your calls. It includes 4 handsets and 
is expandable up to 8. The base houses a 16 minute 
digital answering system, speaker feature and phone 
book memory. Comes with charger.

50300 50,770 points

PANASONIC Headset
Get more done with the convenience of hands-free 
phone calls. Panasonic’s cordless phone headset is 
compatible with all 2.4 GHz, 5.8 GHz and DECT phone 
systems. Allows volume control and muting right on 
the cord.

50301 14,880 points

PANASONIC Digital Recorder
This slim digital voice recorder is perfect for school, 
meetings, or on the road.  It records up to 1096 hours 
on 4 GB of memory. It has a built-in zoom microphone 
with background noise cutting feature. Comes with 
rechargeable battery and USB cable.

50302 39,880 points

MOTOROLA Bluetooth Headset
Keep your hands free to type, organize or write notes 
with the Motorola Bluetooth Headset. Easy to use voice 
prompt assists you to connect to your system. Speaker 
design reduces background noise so that you can be 
heard clearly.

50303  17,880 points

CANON Printing Calculator
Canon’s professional two colour printing calculator 
brings a new dimension to desktop calculators. 
Durable and spacious keyboard makes it easy to 
operate for accuracy and efficiency. Use the clock or 
calendar function to record your transactions.

50304 32,880 points

BROTHER Label Maker
Brother P-Touch labeling system is a versatile and 
professional labeling solution. It offers powerful 
technology such as Mac and PC connectivity and a user 
friendly design.

50305 40,680 points
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APPLE Macbook Air
Macbook’s 13” laptop is extremely light and thin, 
making it easy to transport to school or back and 
forth from the office. Its new flash-storage technology 
improves responsiveness and reliability while the 
battery offers a longer life.

50306 355,950 points

DELL Laptop
Sleek design coupled with a portable form and 
powerful components come together to make for a 
compelling notebook. It’s powered by Intel’s dual core 
processor with 3GB Memory and 320 GB Hard Drive.

50307 300,950 points

DELL Desktop
Dell’s Inspiron compact design gives you more space to 
work on your desk as well as in your computer. It hosts 
an Intel Core Processor and 500 GB Hard Drive. Includes 
computer, monitor, keyboard and mouse.

50308 275,850 points

TOSHIBA Satellite Laptop
Welcome to the world of mobile computing!  Toshiba’s 
Satellite laptop brings all the essentials to check 
email, communicate and experience multimedia 
entertainment at home or on the go!  Standard 15” size 
and Intel Pentium 2.3 GHz processor.

50309  201,950 points

BOSE Multimedia Speaker System
The Companion multimedia speaker system provides 
high-quality audio while freeing up desktop space. 
They come preassembled on stands and positioned for 
quality performance. The control pod is about the size 
of a computer mouse.

50310 117,880 points

BOSE Mulitmedia Speaker
Bring Bose Sound to your computer. This 2-speaker 
companion provides sparkling audio clarity with 
full, deep notes. Magnetically shielded to prevent 
interference from monitor.

50311 117,880 points

BROTHER Laser Printer
The Brother 5-in-1 multifunction laser printer offers fast 
black and white printing up to 23 pages per minute. 
Features include print, copy, scan, fax and PC fax with 
the ability to colour scan into your PC.

50312 74,880 points

CANON All-in-One Printer
Bring the ultimate wireless print solution to your home 
or office with Canon’s PIXMA all-in-one printer. It lets 
you print from anywhere in your home with maximum 
dpi print resolution. It is made to print, copy, scan and 
fax with high quality colour.

50313 63,680 points
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BUSH Home Office Desk
The Birmingham compact desk is perfect for the home 
office. Shaped to fit in a corner, it maximizes work 
space.  Comes with side hutch that includes printer 
table, file and accessories drawers. The beautiful cherry 
colour will give a rich look to your décor.

50314 115,800 points

BUSH File Cabinet
Complete your office design with this Lateral File 
cabinet. It is designed to allow for both letter and legal 
size files so that you can keep your records organized.

50315 109,800 points

BUSH Bookcase
Keep your office organized and resources at hand with 
Bush’s five shelf bookcase. The Harvest Cherry finish 
matches the Birmingham Office Desk to coordinate 
your workspace in a beautiful décor.

50316 94,800 points

GLOBAL Executive Leather Chair
Add style and comfort to your home office with this 
luxurious black leather executive chair from Global 
Total Office. It has specially contoured cushions and 
waterfall seat edge to make those long days pass by 
quickly and offer your body some padded relief.

50317 107,800 points

FELLOWES Shredder
Ensure the privacy of discarded documents with  
Fellowes’ shredder. The active sensor starts imme- 
diately when the paper entry is touched. It shreds up to 
220 sheets per day in confetti particles and can take up 
to 11 sheets of regular bond paper per pass. 

50318 55,800 points

REPLOGLE Compass Jewel Globe
Abalone shell, mother of pearl and turquoise are just a 
few of the 25 different stones adorning this colourful 
and unique desktop globe. Each stone is carved into 
the shape of countries and continents. It makes a 
beautiful accent to any office décor.

50319 93,800 points

UPM Wireless Weather Station
Tired of getting caught in the rain? This wireless 
indoor/outdoor weather station displays humidity, 
wind speed/direction and barometric pressure. Use 
the temperature alert to warn you if your wine cellar or 
greenhouse becomes too hot or cold.

50320 43,800 points

NAMBE Flame Clock
A modern desk needs a modern clock.  What could be 
better than this piece of art from Nambe. Its sculpted 
contours are made to reflect the light like a flame. The 
smooth surface is ready for engraving as a gift to a 
colleague or to keep for yourself.

50321 22,800 points
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KITCHENAID Immersion Blender
Chop, fluff and blend with this premium immersion 
blender package. Robust blending power with many 
different attachments for your blending needs that can 
reach up to 8” in diameter. Three cup capacity container 
included.

60300 42,600 points

KITCHENAID 5 Speed Blender
Whip up creamy smoothies, tasty ice-drinks and 
delicious sauces with KitchenAid’s 5-speed blender. 
The speed touch controls allow you to go from chop to 
liquify with ease. High capacity pitcher makes enough 
for the whole family!

60301  56,800 points

KITCHENAID Food Processor
Slice, chop, grate, blend and knead with more capacity 
with KitchenAid’s Food Processor. Now with a wide 
mouth intake, you can grate or chop easier and faster. 
Large bowl and high capacity blending makes food 
preparation a snap.

60302 94,600 points

KITCHENAID Stand Mixer
KitchenAid is the leader when it comes to stand mixers. 
This Architect Series Mixer features a 5-quart glass bowl 
and can mix up to 9 cups of batter with ease. Pouring 
shield and tilt ergonomic handle make it even easier to 
use. Beater attachments included.

60303 126,600 points

KITCHENAID Waffle Baker
Treat yourself to decadent golden brown waffles 
using the KitchenAid Pro Waffle Baker. Consistent heat 
and timing technology to provide evenly cooked, 
deliciously browned waffles. Makes two waffles at the 
same time.

60304 76,600 points

KITCHENAID Countertop Oven
KitchenAid Countertop Oven gives full oven 
performance. Bake and broil temperature selection 
range up to 450° and one-hour timer. Two stainless 
steel moveable racks give you optimum toasting and 
grill options.

60305 54,600 points
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BREVILLE Single Cup Brewer
Enjoy a perfect fresh cup of coffee every time! Breville’s 
one-cup coffee brewer includes a built-in water filter 
and innovative system that delivers the right amount 
of water at the right temperature for that perfect 
coffee. Uses K-Cup filters (not included).

60306 67,200 points

BREVILLE Tea Maker
The perfect cup of tea! This new One-Touch tea maker 
has a revolutionary system to move the tea basket 
up and down to infuse the perfect taste of your tea. 
Programs to adjust to different water temperatures for 
each type of tea.

60307 67,200 points

BREVILLE Food Steamer
From rice to vegetables to fish, cook smarter without 
oil or additives and let your food’s natural flavour shine 
through. Full steam in 30 minutes. Includes 3 trays.

60308 34,600 points

PANASONIC Inverter Microwave
Panasonic 1.2 cu.ft. Inverter microwave heats food fast 
with 1000 watts of power. Easy touch power settings 
for quick heating. Decorative stainless steel design.

60309 68,800 points

BREVILLE Juice Fountain
Get healthy with your homemade juice. Breville’s 
Juice Ikon juicer offers heavy duty performance. It 
can process whole fruits and vegetables, processing 
maximum juice that is smooth and pulp-free. The 
removable container serves as a pitcher.

60310 62,600 points

BREVILLE Kettle
Every cup of tea is the perfect cup of tea! Five settings 
brew at the right temperature for Green, White, Oolong 
and Black tea. Hold temp button keeps the temperature 
for 20 minutes.

60311 44,600 points

BREVILLE Espresso Machine
For a rich beverage, Café Roma Espresso machine 
extracts espresso at the perfect temperature for the 
perfect cup. Fifteen bars of pressure maximizes that 
rich flavour and aroma and effortless frothing and 
foaming.

60312 52,800 points

PANASONIC Prestige Microwave
Get more power with this 1.6 cu.ft Prestige Microwave. 
Half-mirror door finish, menu action screen, sensor 
reheat and a cook function with 1200 watts of power.

60313 66,600 points
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CUISINART Salt & Pepper Mill
Cuisinart introduces an elegant way to serve freshly 
ground seasoning. The rechargeable Salt and Pepper 
Mill sits in a charger base so it is always ready to use. 
You can set it to fine or course grind. Elegant brushed 
stainless steel decorates any table.

60314 26,600 points

CUISINART Griddler
Cuisinart redefines multifunctional with this 4 in 1 
Griddler. Two removable plates makes it a contact grill, 
panini press or a large open grill or griddle. Make fast 
healthy meals your whole family will love!

60315 40,600 points

CUISINART Grill Centro
Prepare your meal all at once with this griddle grill 
combo. Cook hotdogs or kebabs on the bottom, 
while you make toasty buns or grilled veggies on the 
top. Skewers automatically rotate for even cooking. 
Includes 10 pc hotdog set and 10 pc skewer set.

60316 44,600 points

CUISINART Breadmaker
Home-made bread has never been easier to make! 
You can even reduce carbs with Cuisinart convection 
breadmaker by choosing unprocessed ingredients and 
fibre-rich extras. This breadmaker is versatile and so 
easy to use that even the busiest can bake every day!

60318 52,600 points

CUISINART Popcorn Maker
Hot and crunchy popcorn for your in-home movie 
night! Cuisinart’s Easy Pop Popcorn Popper’s specially 
designed vents keeps popcorn crunchy as it pops. You 
control the amount of butter and flavour topping. Pop 
10 cups of popcorn in under 5 minutes.

60319 28,600 points

CUISINART Coffee Grinder
The Grind Central Coffee Grinder is built to 
accommodate beans to grind up to 18 cups of coffee. 
Unused grounds can be stored in the same grinding 
bowl for continued freshness. Simple on/off control 
allows you to control the grind quality and consistency.

60320  22,600 points

CUISINART Cordless Kettle
Boil water quickly and enjoy your hot beverage with 
this Cuisinart Stainless Steel Cordless Kettle. Features 
1.75 litre capacity and ergonomic handle for easy lifting 
when full. Cool touch base is safe for any counter and 
concealed element makes cleanup easy.

60321 28,800 points

CUISINART Electric Fondue
Whether it’s cheese or chocolate, your get together 
will be a hit with the Cuisinart brushed stainless 
steel electric fondue set. Features a 2 qt fondue pot. 
Adjustable thermostat allows for quick heating and 
continuous warming.

60317 27,600 points
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CUISINART Kitchen Scale
The Perfect Weight Kitchen Scale weighs food in 
ounces or grams with a touch of a button. It is the most 
accurate way to measure dry ingredients for cooking, 
diet and food portions. Compact and convenient. 
Weighs up to 11 pounds.

60322 16,600 points

ONEIDA Moda Flatware
Pure Fashion. The Moda flatware’s pattern is pristine 
with its square-tipped concave handle and beautifully 
polished headpiece. The handle is curved slightly for 
comfort. Set serves 12 - includes serving spoon, sugar 
spoon and butter knife.

60323 50,600 points

ONEIDA Amsterdam Flatware
A distinct etch design with a high luster and satin finish 
make this set a unique beautiful accent for any table 
and for any special occasion. Includes 65 piece, serves 
12 with serving spoon, sugar spoon and butter knife.

60324 47,000 points

ONEIDA A La Mode Dinner Set
Enhance your table with Culineria’s creamy coloured 
set. Circular bands and rolled edge makes easy to 
handle and durable. Twice-fired stoneware hosts a 
glassy finish for a rich, beautiful presentation. Includes 
four dinner plates, side plates, cups and bowls.

60326 60,800 points

ONEIDA Square Dinnerware
Oneida’s Chef’s Table Square dinnerware is as durable 
as it is attractive. Rolled edge makes this porcelain 
set chip resistant. Its all-white design is versatile for 
any table decoration. Includes four dinner plates, side 
plates, cups and bowls.

60327 36,600 points

CUISINART Ice Cream Maker
Cool off with a rich creamy Ice Cream or Yogurt treat! 
The Cuisinart Ice Cream maker makes 2 quarts of frozen 
dessert in just 25 minutes, enough for the whole family. 
Delicious recipes included.

60325 34,600 points
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HAMILTON BEACH Skillet Griddle
This unique 2 in 1 appliance includes a flat griddle, 
great for cooking pancakes or grilling your favourite 
sandwiches, and a skillet for stews, chili or other deep 
dish cooking. You control the heat. Skillet can be used 
as a serving dish.

60328  31,600 points

HAMILTON BEACH Food Chopper
Compact and powerful! You can simplify food prepara-
tion with this Hamilton Beach food chopper. It can dice, 
mince and mix with speed. Strong enough for herbs, 
nuts and spices. Great for making sauces and pureed 
baby food. Cleans easily in the dishwasher.

60329 18,800 points

HAMILTON BEACH Can Opener
With the Hamilton Beach Easy-touch opening lever, 
all you need is a light touch to open your cans quickly. 
Uses side open technology for no sharp edges. The 
only can opener that opens both regular and pop-lid 
cans. Also includes a scissor attachment.

60330 16,800 points

HAMILTON BEACH Slow Cooker
Hamilton Beach takes the convenience of slow cook-
ing a step further with the 6 qt programmable Set ‘n 
Forget slow cooker. Features removable pot, digital set 
display and 3 cook heats. Save time and energy in your 
busy kitchen.

60331 28,600 points

HAMILTON BEACH Roaster Oven
If you are cooking for the holidays or entertaining out-
doors, the popular Hamilton Beach Roaster Oven is ver-
satile for entertaining. Roast turkey or make a chili. It 
can roast, slow cook and steam with ease. Various heat 
settings and 18 qt capacity.

60332 26,600 points

HAMILTON BEACH Panini Press
Hot tasty sandwiches! The only limit to the variety of 
sandwiches you can make is your imagination. The 
ever-popular Panini Grill accommodates all types and 
thickness of bread; just brush with a bit of oil for that 
warm crunchy toast texture.

60333 27,600 points
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HAMILTON BEACH Hand Mixer
Hamilton Beach mixers are designed to make meal 
preparation easy! Designed to rest on bowl when not 
in use. Burst control for extra power to blend your 
ingredients for the perfect flavour.

60334  20,600 points

T-FAL EZ Clean Deep Fryer
Convenient and Clean! T-Fal’s EZ Clean Deep Fryer 
automatically cleans and filters oil into a removable 
drawer, designed to store in your cupboard or fridge. 
For added safety, the external basket lift allows easy 
viewing of food without removing the lid.

60335 50,600 points

T-FAL Raclette
Impress your friends with a fun Raclette party! 8 
individual trays melt cheese, while the grill cooks your 
favourite hors d’oeuvres for dipping. Thermostat allows 
you to control the heat so food stays warm.

60336 32,600 points

LAGOSTINA 10 PC Cookware
Lagostina combines high performance with elegant 
design! Heats quickly and evenly using less water to 
lock in flavour and nutrients. Suitable for induction 
cook tops. Includes two saucepans, saucepot, dutch 
oven, skillet and steamer insert and covers.

60339 100,600 points

LAGOSTINA 10 PC Non-Stick Set
Lagostina’s 10 piece non-stick cookware set is heavy 
gauge non-stick that is safe for all cooking surfaces 
including induction. Includes three saucepans, dutch 
oven and two open skillets with lids.

60340 84,800 points

DANBY Wine Cellar
Danby designer free-standing wine cooler is a stylish 
and sophisticated addition to any room. The stainless 
steel faced shelves cradle the wine behind tinted glass. 
It has two distinct temperature zones for red and white 
wine. Wine not included.

60341 164,800 points

T-FAL 4 Slice Toaster
This four slice toaster helps make family breakfast 
faster. It includes dual control and multiple browning 
selections. The 30° tilt angle allows you to see and 
lift out your toast easier. Slots are extra wide and self 
adjusting for every kind of bread.

60338 31,600 points

DANBY Compact Fridge
Danby’s Compact Fridge is Energy Star rated and 
suitable for almost any room in the house. A stylish 
and functional addition is packed with features such as 
tempered glass shelves, a five bottle wine rack and an 
accessible external mount thermostat.

60337 135,000 points
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KRUPS Drip Coffee Maker
This programmable coffee maker has so much to offer! 
This 12 cup coffee maker features a two filter water 
system to take out any bad flavours in your coffee. The 
extended brewing cycle brews coffee with the richest 
flavour and aroma!

60342 40,600 points

KRUPS Two Slice Toaster
Get consistent toasting every time with this Krups two-
slice toaster. Extra wide slots accommodate every type 
of bread and features six-setting browning. Cool to the 
touch with high lift toaster handle makes it simple and 
safe for any family member.

60343 34,600 points

KRUPS Pressure Brewing System
Experience the richness of Italian-style coffee with 
this pressure brewing system. It uses steam’s natural 
pressure to extract full coffee flavour. Aroma-saving 
filter chamber preserves coffee aroma.

60344 50,800 points

Chocolate Fountain
Koolatron Chocolate Fountain enhances any buffet. It is 
perfect for fruit or anything that you can hold under the 
falling curtain of chocolate. Holds 2 lbs of chocolate. 
Stainless steel and durable heat resistant plastic with a 
thermostat and safety fuse.

60345 22,400 points

KRUPS Convection Oven
Faster food, better taste! Convection baking circulates 
heated air around food for faster, more even cooking. 
Food heats 30% faster so that you can enjoy your 
special recipe in minutes.

60346 67,800 points

NESCAFE Dolce Gusto
Nescafe’s Dolce Gusto is a wizard. Fill with water, pop 
in the capsule and presto! In minutes you can enjoy 
a tasty, creamy coffee! Try all the luxurious flavours 
from Cappuccino to Lattes and Espressos. A luxurious 
beginning or end to your day.

60347 26,600 points

MARGARITAVILLE Frozen Beverage Mixer
It’s like being in the Bahamas! This 36 oz frozen beverage 
maker combines ice shaving and blending technology 
to give you the perfect frozen drink. Settings allows you 
to control the consistency of your drink.

60348  68,600 points

10 PC Oven Bake Set
For the on-the-go baker. Bake and pack to go with this 
Anchor Hocking’s clear glass bake set. Durable and 
includes 3 qt bake dish, 2 qt casserole dish, 8” cake and 
two custard cups, each with their own lid. Now you can 
be ready for any outing.

60349 25,800 points
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WUSTHOF Wave Knife
Wusthof’s “Wave” is supremely designed for all uses. 
Sharp enough for smooth carving, but with a scalloped 
edge for breads and textures that require back-and-
forth motion. The extra wide blade means your hands 
will never touch the cutting board.

60350 46,600 points

WUSTHOF Carving Set
Laser cut from a single piece of high carbon, stainless 
steel.   The carving set, 6” carving fork and 8” carving 
knife, is the ultimate centrepiece to any festive get to-
gether or is fantastic for that BBQ chef in your family. 

60351 34,800 points

WUSTHOF Cooking Set
Wusthof’s four-piece set is ideal for that up and coming 
“chef”.  The set features two of the most used knives in 
any kitchen, 3.5” paring knife and 8” cook’s knife. The 
9” carving knife rounds and 9” honing steel round out 
the set.  

60352 94,600 points

WUSTHOF Knife Sharpener
Classic Ikon knife sharpener has both coarse and fine 
options and a scissor sharpening feature. Simple to use.  
Set your fine edge knife down onto the discs and gen-
tly pull through. Use the coarse side only on dull knives.

60353 20,600 points

WUSTHOF Classic Knife Set
Forged from a single piece quality stainless steel, this 
set is a great way to get started. Includes 3” paring 
knife, 4.5” utility knife, 8” bread knife, 9” honing steel, 
8” carving knife, 8” cook’s knife, kitchen shears and a  
9-slot beechwood knife block.

60354 116,800 points

WUSTHOF Steak Knife Set
Wusthof’s steak knives are laser cut from a single piece 
of high carbon, stainless steel. The extra-sharp blades 
are not only a must for cutting the favourite steak but 
also for all kinds of meat dishes. Set includes four steak 
knives. 

60355  32,600 points
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VACU VIN Wine Saver
Pop it open, click it closed. The Wine Saver vacuum 
pump extracts air from open bottles to re-seals them 
with a rubber stopper. Place the stopper in the bottle 
and the pump clicks when you have reached the opti-
mum vacuum level. Bottle opener included.

60356 13,800 points

VACU VIN Flexible Wine Rack
Store you favourite collection anywhere with the Vacu 
Vin Flexible Wine Rack. Can adjust stack, or spread out. 
Designed to hold six 750 ml bottles.

60357  24,600 points

VINTNER Corkscrew
The easiest corkscrew you have ever used. Impress your 
friends with this stylish Vintners Corkscrew.

60358 18,600 points

OSTER Wine Opener and Chiller
This beautiful set will enhance any festive table! Oster’s 
Wine Opener mounts on a recharging base. Opens 30 
bottles fully charged. Includes foil cutter and made for 
all standard size wine bottles. Comes with a Thermal 
double walled wine chiller.

60359 17,800 points

NAMBE Tilt Wine Chiller
Your favourite bottle of wine will stay cool and crisp 
longer when served in this classic Tilt Wine Chiller. The 
thick-walled chiller can be placed in the freezer before 
beverage serving for best results. Tilt design made for 
serving just one more glass!

60360 28,800 points

NAMBE Jocist Wine Rack
Storing and serving wine takes on a riveting new look 
with Nambe’s Jocist Wine Rack. The combination of 
wood and alloy makes this a beautiful accent. Holds 
five 750 ml bottles.

60361  54,800 points

NAMBE Anvil Wine Basket
The beautiful Nambe Wine Basket is a classic design 
combining the traditional look of wood with contem-
porary forged iron that fits any décor. Holds five 750 ml 
bottles.

60362 54,800 points

VACU VIN Wine Stopper Set
These colourful wine stoppers work best with the Vacu 
Vin Wine Saver. Place the stopper in the wine bottle and 
use the wine saver to take out excess air. Keeps wine 
fresher longer.

60363 13,800 points
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NORTHERN FEATHER Dreamsong Pillows
The Dreamsong Queen Pillow set’s quality is beyond 
the standard with the 290 threadcount sanforized 
cotton and blend of soft down to give you ultimate 
comfort. Set includes 2 queen pillows.

70300 32,800 points

NORTHERN FEATHER Cover Set
Northern Feather’s Micromodal Pearl NOX Pattern 
Sleep set is the perfect complement to your down 
bedding. It comes in a luxurious pearl colour and 
includes duvet cover and pillow shams.

70301 - Queen 200,800 points
70302 - King 227,800 points

NORTHERN FEATHER Feather Bed
Northern Feather’s Silhouette Natural Cloud Feather 
Bed is two beds in one. It has a cotton summer side 
and a wool winter side to adjust your comfort. This 205 
thread count is filled with small waterfowl feathers and 
down to keep you cozy all night.

70303 - Queen 75,800 points
70304 - King 87,800 points

NORTHERN FEATHER White Down Set
Sleep in ultimate comfort with this white down sleep 
set. The duvet is made with hypoallergenic white down 
with 240 thread count white cotton and comes with 2 
white down pillows.

70305 - Queen 84,600 points
70306 - King 87,800 points

NORTHERN FEATHER Fibre Sleep Set
Rejuvenate your sleeping experience with the Good 
Night Down Alternative Deluxe Sleep Set. Using the 
finest quality down-like cluster fibre encased in a high 
thread count breathable cotton. Includes 4 pillows, 1 
duvet and 1 fibrebed. Hypoallergenic.

70307 - Queen 52,400 points
70308 - King 59,200 points

ST. GENEVE Climabalance Duvet
Climabalance is probably the most important 
advancement in duvets since the baffle walls were 
invented. The duvet has special climate zones - thermal 
vents that keep normal warmth in but allow excess 
heat out for a comfortable sleep.

70309 - Queen 176,600 points
70310 - King 224,800 points

ST. GENEVE Hutterite Pillow
This pillow is made in the European tradition, with 
60% Hutterite duck down for softness, and 40% small 
cured duck feathers for spring and durability. These 
wonderful pillows have exceptional durability. Set of 2.

70311 - Queen 51,800 points
70312 - King 56,600 points

ST. GENEVE Lajord Duvet
This light and airy European design duvet is made with 
a soft light 364 thread-count sateen cover and high 
quality Canadian soft down. It is made for warmth and 
comfort to keep you cozy all night.

70313 - Queen 116,600 points
70314 - King 194,800 points
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DOONEY & BOURKE Signature Letter
This special tailored classic Letter Carrier Handbag 
is finished with a high gloss and textured finish that 
reflects light beautifully. Its 8.5” x 8.25” dimensions 
include inner pockets, zip close at the top and 
adjustable straps.

70315 76,800 points

DOONEY & BOURKE Medium Pocket
The Medium Zipper Pocket Sac offers simple elegance 
in your handbag collection. With two outside pockets 
you can conveniently store your cell-phone or MP3 
Player while your valuables are zipped protectively 
inside.

70316 106,800 points

DOONEY & BOURKE Satchel
Busy women need to have everything with them! 
The elegant Dooney & Bourke Satchel offers both 
functionality and style. Its sophisticated styling is 
presented in this 11” x 6.5” x 10” bag with multiple 
compartments to keep you organized.

70317 96,800 points

DOONEY & BOURKE Chiara
This sleek black bag from Dooney & Bourke belongs 
in every woman’s wardrobe. It is made of shiny black 
patent leather and is big enough to hold your wallet, 
sunglasses, personal technology and a bottle of water! 
It has dual shoulder straps and magnet top close.

70318 150,800 points

DOONEY & BOURKE Pouchette
Dooney & Bourke’s Pouchette is the perfect compact 
bag for those simple trips. With a zip top and cell phone 
compartment, it is perfect for that evening out or a 
casual afternoon of shopping!

70319 73,800 points

DOONEY & BOURKE Letter Carrier
Dooney & Bourke’s soft leather classic Letter Carrier 
purse is a great accent to both professional or casual 
wardrobe. It features inside and outside pockets for 
convenience and adjustable shoulder strap.

70320 78,800 points
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SAMSONITE 25” Upright
The Samsonite Aspire 25” upright expandable bag 
is made of Danier Polyester for lasting durability. 
Features a removable tri-fold suitor and a panel pocket 
for additional storage. Dimensions are 25” x 18” x 9.5”. 
Black.

70321 76,800 points

SAMSONITE Garment Bag
Keep your fine clothing ready to wear with the 
Samsonite Garment Bag. It includes a hanger hook and 
extension panel for longer items, a shoe compartment 
and multiple compartments for easy organization. 
Packs for a 3-4 day trip.

70322 80,800 points

SAMSONITE Carry-On
This Denier polyester wheeled carry-on bag is made to 
take all the bumps and knocks of travel. Dimensions 
are 19” x 15” x 8” which fits most carry-on baggage 
requirements and is black in color.

70323 68,800 points

HEYS 20” Carry-On
Heys’ Xcase is the world’s lightest carry-on. But what 
makes it most impressive is the size of its interior. Its 
size is the maximum allowable as a flight carry-on and 
is designed for easy roll and transport. Interior features 
a mesh divider and zip pockets.

70324 36,600 points

HEYS XCase Spinner Luggage Set
This stylish, modern luggage solution to boring travel. 
This gorgeous three-piece set of nestling luggage 
includes a 21.5”, 27”, and 30” hard-sided, expandable 
upright with telescopic handle and a 4-wheel spinner 
system that glides like a dream and turns on a dime.

70325 97,800 points

HEYS Cronos Elite Luggage Set
This 3-Piece Luggage Set is made from the most 
durable material for high-impact resistance and 
strength. Realistic brushed metal finish gives the 
appearance of sculpted bronze, for an elegantly classic 
look. Features spinner wheels, a telescopic handle 
system, water-resistant zippers, a luxurious satin lining 
and is lightweight and manoeuvrable. 

70326  135,000 points
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DANIER Men’s Wallet
Danier’s classic men’s wallet has plenty of room for your 
credit cards, currency, ID and more. Made of smooth 
black leather finish and multiple card slots.

70327 12,600 points

DANIER Ladies Wallet
Organize and carry all your essentials in this elegantly 
styled ladies wallet. Multiple card slots, two currency 
slots, exterior clasp coin pocket and internal snaps 
allow for expansion.

70328 16,400 points

DANIER Bright Snap Notebook Cover
Stand out in any meeting or freshen up your everyday 
business accessories with this bonded leather cover. 
It holds a standard size notebook and has slots for 
business cards and a leather paper divider. 8”w x 10”h, 
comes in Black, Red, Green and Orange.

70329 - 70332  13,200 points

DANIER High Tech Briefcase
Stylish and functional, this high tech briefcase will 
keep you organized when carrying all your business 
essentials. It features brushed nickel hardware, 
removable padded shoulder strap and holds your 
laptops, cell phone and any other accessories you may 
have.

70333  39,800 points

DANIER Dome Laptop Bag
This classic leather laptop bag is the ultimate accessory 
for any executive. It has a secure zip around enclosure, 
sturdy double strap handles, and will hold your laptop 
as well as many accessories.

70334 44,000 points

GUNTHER MELE Jewellery Roll
Keep your valuables safe when you travel with this soft, 
sleek genuine leather jewellery roll. It has a ring bar 
closure and snap-close bracelet and chain tabs, earring 
bar and zip close pockets. Never worry about taking 
your favourites with you again.

70335 18,600 points

GUNTHER MELE Watch Box
Keep your favourite watches safe and scratch-free 
on the soft pillows of the Gunther Mele Watch Box. 
It holds up to five watches and features a dome top 
lid for further protection. These sleek design will be 
appreciated by any modern man or woman.

70336 16,600 points

HEYS Hard-sided Laptop Sleeve
Transport your important computer work with 
Heys ultimate protection and style. This hard-sided 
computer sleeve is made with durable polycarbonate 
which is also flexible to withstand the impact of even 
the bumpiest travel. The foam enclosure fits 15.4” 
laptop.

7033 22,600 points
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NAMBE Bias Pitcher
The Bias Pitcher exudes the streamlined power of a 
salmon leaping up a waterfall. Its sleek, fluid form leans 
balanced by a handle that makes it easy to pour. This 
handcrafted metal can be pre-heated or pre-cooled to 
keep beverage at optimum serving temperature.

70338 49,800 points

NAMBE Anvil Photo Frame
Compliment your collection with Anvil’s 4x6 photo 
frame. Designed with a combination of rugged metal 
and polished alloy, it is a beautiful accent to your desk 
or shelf set.

70339 40,800 points

NAMBE Anvil Vase
With stunning design as contemporary as it is classic, 
the eye-catching curvaceous 10” vase guarantees a 
permanent in-sight spot within your home décor.

70340 36,800points

NAMBE Anvil Candlesticks
Tall tapered candles have never looked so lovely. This 
anvil set stands 9.5” high.

70341 36,800 points

NAMBE Butterfly Bowl
This butterfly bowl elevates good design to an offering 
of love. The up-swoop, curvy edges and shiny alloy 
make it a pure pleasure to admire. It is functional as a 
serving bowl or just for decoration. 

70342 39,800 points

NAMBE Salt & Pepper Shakers
Add a twist of seasoning to your table setting with the 
twist Salt and Pepper Shakers. They are each 3.5” tall 
and made of polished metal.

70343 33,800 points

NAMBE Scoop Server
When you serve guests in this two-tiered metal alloy 
piece, you are also stirring up a conversation. It offers 
a convenient food and dip service or you can decorate 
the bottom and place a tea-lite in the top for a truly 
unique decoration.

70344 66,800 points

NAMBE Copper Canyon Bowl
This unique copper coated alloy bowl is 7” in diameter 
and is a perfect accent to any décor. The clear protective 
coating makes it easy to take care of, just wipe clean, no 
polishing required.

70345 31,800 points
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CRISLU Sparkling Crystal Ring
Show some dazzle with this Crislu Cubic Zirconia ring 
has a total of 0.84 ct t.w. and is set in sterling silver.

70346  54,200 points

CRISLU 3 Stone Ring
This elegant ring boasts 3.00 ct t.w. of cubic zirconia in 
three finely cut stones, mounted in sterling silver with 
platinum finish. You will want to show this off every 
day!

70347 32,200 points

CRISLU Circle Pendant
Crislu’s Circle Pendant is a thing of beauty. It is set 
with 2.2 ct t.w. and crafted with sterling silver with a 
platinum finish. Approximate pendant length is 16 
inches.

70348 47,400 points

CRISLU Round Pendant
This pendant is perfect to wear for that special 
occasion. It is set with 2.75 ct t.w. cubic zirconia set in 
sterling silver and is a beautiful fashion accessory for 
your wardrobe.

70349 43,800 points

CRISLU Bangle Bracelet
Crislu’s elegant and stylish bracelet features 2.0 ct t.w. 
round cut cubic zirconia stones set in sterling silver. The 
perfect addition to your accessory collection.

70350 52,400 points

CRISLU Hoop Earrings
The sparkle of these cubic zirconia hoops earrings with 
1.70 ct t.w. will catch onlookers eyes. This sterling silver 
set is completed with a platinum finish.

70351  45,800 points
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OAKLEY Fuel Cell Polarized Sunglasses
Oakley’s clean, authentic style is for those who don’t 
just walk the path of life - they stomp on it and leave 
footprints. The Fuel Cell offers all that with a smooth 
look.

70352 47,800 points

OAKLEY Ten Polarized Sunglasses
Oakley’s Ten Sunglasses is the classic look. It has 
integrated hinges and dual cam action and is designed 
to keep your vision razor sharp.

70353 47,800 points

OAKLEY Batwolf Polarized Sunglasses
The Batwolf is about original style. It has 
interchangeable icons that simply snap in for a new 
look. The 3 point comfort fit ensures that optics are 
precisely aligned.

70354 57,800 points

OAKLEY Holbrook Polarized Sunglasses
The Holbrook is a design reflecting vintage styling. It is 
a timeless classic that echoes the screen heroes of the 
1940’s, 50’s and 60’s, blended with modern design and 
technology. Comfortably lightweight.

70355 47,800 points

OAKLEY Ladies Foresake Sunglasses
Forsake Sunglasses by Oakley were designed for 
sporty performance wrapped in a beautiful toric shield 
package for the girl who wants it all. Durable and glare 
resistant.

70356 38,800 points

OAKLEY Beckon Sunglasses
With chic oversized frames and 100% UV block, Beckon 
is ideal for every adventure under the sun. These 
sunglasses are made lightweight for comfort and built 
to optimize peripheral view.

70357 45,800points
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OAKLEY Vertical Messenger Bag
This rugged heavy duty bag is lightweight and made 
for ultimate convenience. Fits up to 15” laptop, it also 
has an organizer panel for pens, disks and notes. It is 
ready to take on any type of travel.

70358 26,800 points

OAKLEY Computer Bag
As you roam the globe, this bag is ideal for your travels. 
It is lightweight and rugged and allows easy access to 
your laptop (up to 15”) when it unzips and filets open. 
A water storage pocket and storage for pens, supplies 
and disks make your travels easy. Also has an adjustable 
shoulder strap for comfortable carrying.

70359 44,800 points

OAKLEY Features Tote Bag
If your resolution is never to leave anything behind, 
you need this bag. The Features Tote is bigger than 
an ordinary laptop bag. Conveniently large enough to 
take along those extras and keep them organized. 15” 
laptop fits in a padded storage.

70360 27,800 points

OAKLEY Gretchen Bag
The Gretchen Signature bag explains fashion savvy 
look and clever convenience. The size adjusts to either 
a classic fold over or straight tote that carries more 
stuff. The synthetic leather has a beautiful feel and is 
lined with luxurious satin.

70361  28,800points

OGIO Commuter Bag
The OGIO Commuter brings some fun into travel - 
something that everyone needs! Part pak/part scooter, 
this rolling bag easily transports a weekend’s worth 
of goods. It has one large main compartment and an 
outside zip laptop sleeve.

70362 40,800 points

OGIO Vertical Laptop Bag
The OGIO Laptop Bag takes organization seriously. 
Dedicated pockets are designed to hold everything 
from files, personal media devices, sunglasses, plane 
tickets and water bottles. It also offers a padded sleeve 
for laptops up to 15” wide.

70363 42,600 points

OGIO Metro Pak
The OGIO Metro is a virtual storage room with straps 
and is outfitted with pockets to keep you organized in 
your travels.

70364 30,600 points

OGIO Ladies Road Trip Bag
This compact bag is lightweight and made for a 13” 
laptop. It features a front flap pocket with cell phone 
storage, interior padded laptop sleeve and a large 
main zippered compartment. It also has a quick close 
compartment for a water bottle for your travels.

70365 26,600 points
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ESQUIRE Venture
Esquire Venture’s Swiss quartz watch presents its 
elegance with the stainless steel case and link bracelet. 
The black dial is embedded with four diamonds. It is 
water tested to 30 metres.

70366 - 70367  85,800 points

ESQUIRE KALI Ladies
A contemporary woman knows exactly what she wants. 
With sleek bangle styling, Swiss quartz movement and 
the luxury of genuine diamonds, it is a time piece to 
treasure.

70368 85,800 points

ESQUIRE Men’s Bracer Chronograph
The Men’s Bracer is more than just a sporty look, it 
offers many sporty features. With three subdials for 
more accurate time and stopwatch feature. The silicon 
band makes it comfortable for even the most intense 
activity. Waterproof tested to 99 metres.

70369 85,800 points

KENNETH COLE Men’s New York
This watch offers a professional look with sporty 
features. It’s stainless steel link and case are 
complemented with a blue face and Japanese quartz 
movement.

70370 34,800 points

DOLCE & GABBANA Ladies fashion
This piece from Dolce & Gabbana is not only a watch 
but a delicate piece of jewelry. The silver links and 
case are accented with gold hands and logo creating 
a beautiful style. Built with quality Japanese quartz 
movement.

70371 72,800 points

OAKLEY Men’s Holeshot
Oakley athletes are the inspiration behind the Holeshot 
watch. It follows no style and sets the trend on what 
a Swiss watch should be. This chronograph watch 
measures time to the tenth of a second for extreme 
accuracy!

70372 112,800 points

OAKLEY Ladies Holeshot
When you look at the performance of the world’s 
greatest athletes, you realize it’s not about matching 
the best or keeping up with the leader. It’s about being 
the one who sets the pace and Oakley has done so with 
this original design.

70373 105,800 points

TOMMY HILFIGER Corporate
Tommy Hilfiger’s unique design and quality are 
featured in this classic corporate watch. Stainless steel 
case houses the three-hand Arabic numeral dial. It is 
durable and water resistant.

70374 - 70375  28,800 points
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KENNETH COLE Ladies Black Dial
This New York fashion designed watch is elegant and 
understated with its stainless steel, black-dialed, water-
resistant timepiece. Its classic design fits any occasion.

70376 32,400 points

KENNETH COLE Men’s Multifunction
Asymmetry and high contrast make this sleek multi-
function leather watch truly pop. The Japanese quartz 
powered timepiece is defined by its silver accents on 
black. So many factions to give you accurate time. Dial 
is protected by mineral crystal.

70377  44,400 points

DOLCE & GABBANA Men’s Chronograph
Dolce & Gabbana is the new luxury. Authentic and 
unconventional. This chronograph sports watch 
features Japanese quartz movement housed in the 
stainless steel case. It is waterproof to 60 metres and 
includes stopwatch technology.

70378 97,400 points

DOLCE & GABBANA Ladies Link
The Dolce & Gabbana timepiece is a key accessory 
in a well-styled wardrobe. It epitomizes style and 
impeccable technology. The combined function of 
the chronograph watch and stopwatch uses Japanese 
quartz technology, housed in an elegant stainless steel 
case with grey dial.

70379 65,400 points

HUGO BOSS Men’s H1001
Hugo Boss’s classic dress watch features a square black 
face with Roman Numeral hour markings and a date 
marking at 6 o’clock.

70380  98,400 points

HUGO BOSS Ladies 5009
Hugo Boss combines style and functionality with this 
watch. Round stainless steel case and Roman Numeral 
dial is ideal for every day style.

70381  73,400 points
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Chic Beak Earrings
Modern and simple elegance describes this style. 
Solitaire 0.30 ct t.w. earrings in a gold beak-shaped 
setting in 10 kt yellow or white gold.

70382   169,400 points
70383 162,400 points

Channel Earrings
Glittering diamond channel-set earrings that have a 
distinctive shape and 0.50 t.w. of diamonds. Made of  
10 kt yellow or white gold.

70384 - 70385   180,000 points

Tennis Bracelet
This 10 kt yellow or white gold bracelet is an elegant 
piece of jewellery. Featuring 0.25 t.w. of diamonds, it is 
a special addition to your wardrobe!

70386 - 70387  190,400 points

Solitaire Bangle
This simple bangle is rich in fashion. The 0.25 ct. 
solitaire diamond is set in a beautifully designed 10 kt 
white gold bracelet.

70388 355,000 points

Anniversary Ring
Celebrate your special occasion with this stunning  
10 kt yellow or white gold diamond ring. It symbolizes 
your past, present and future. Features 0.25 t.w. of 
diamonds.

70389 - 70390 155,400 points

Channel Set Diamond Ring
This sparkling diamond channel-set ring is made of  
14 kt yellow or white gold. Its setting is simple and 
elegant with 0.50 t.w. of diamonds.

70391 - 70392  215,000 points
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Twist Channel Ring
This uniquely designed ring features 10 kt white or 
yellow gold set with three beautiful diamonds, 0.15 
t.w..

70393 - 70394  110,000 points

Wide Weave Ring
This luxurious look has a delicate criss-cross design and 
has been studded with shimmering diamonds for a 
total of 0.07 t.w. of diamonds. Set in 10 kt yellow gold.

70395 145,000 points

Sapphire Ring
This sapphire ring is a classic design that will be 
fashionable for years to come. Three sapphires and two 
diamonds set in the 10 kt yellow gold ring with a total 
diamond weight of 0.02 ct..

70396  61,000 points

Amethyst Ring
This contemporary modern-twist ring is set with a 
solitaire amethyst in 10 kt white gold. This lovely jewel 
is not just a birth stone, but a classic addition to any 
wardrobe.

70397 82,000 points

Chic Beak Pendant
Complete your jewellery set with this classic solitaire 
0.20 ct. diamond set in a 10 kt. Chic Beak yellow or 
white gold setting.

70398 - 70399 137,800 points

Floating Pendant
This pendant has three stunning diamonds floating 
from the 10 kt white gold chain, 0.12 t.w. of diamonds.

70400 89,000 points

Canadian Diamond Pendant
This sparkling 0.25 ct. Canadian Diamond is set in a 
richly design 10 kt yellow gold setting for a unique 
fashion.

70401  250,000 points

Sapphire Pendant
Enhance your senses and the sense of those around 
you with this beautiful sapphire and diamond pendant. 
Set in 10 kt yellow gold surrounded by 0.05 t.w. of 
diamonds.

70402  57,400 points
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ROOTS Athletic Bag
Show up at the gym or the weekend in style with 
this soft Italian leather athletic bag. Its classic design 
features one main compartment for all of your gear and 
a side zip pocket to store your valuables. 18.5” L x 10”H 
and adjustable strap.

70403  79,400 points

ROOTS Shaving Kit
Take the perfect travel shaving kit to your next 
weekend get away. It comes with a zipper main 
compartment, one front zip pocket and carrying strap. 
Shaving accessories not included.

70404 34,000 points

ROOTS Bi-Fold Passport Wallet
This is an essential for your business trip or vacation. 
The Roots Bi-fold Passport Wallet protects your 
passport and important documents with space for a 
boarding pass and zip pocket for valuables.

70405 24,200 points

ROOTS Elite Portfolio
This full-size portfolio is great for the business meeting. 
It has a full zip enclosure and interior organizer with 
pocket and place to hold our notepad, pen and 
business cards. Made from 100% Canadian Leather.

70406 46,200 points

ROOTS Laptop Sleeve
The Roots 100% Italian Leather laptop sleeve offers a 
more compact option to protect your computer as you 
travel to your business meeting. It holds a 13” laptop 
and includes an outside zip pocket for accessories

70407 34,000 points

ROOTS Small Banff Bag
Root’s Small Banff Bag is perfect for a weekend 
getaway. The dimensions meet most carry-on baggage 
requirements. It is made from 100% Italian leather and 
comes with an interior passport wallet and comfortable 
shoulder strap.

70408 86,000 points

ROOTS Student Pack
The Italian leather student pack is the perfect carry-all 
bag! It has one main compartment with a zip closure 
and an outside zip and two compartment slip pockets. 
It is naturally water-resistant and has adjustable straps.

70409 62,000 points

ROOTS Briefcase
Roots leather briefcase is the perfect messenger bag. It 
is easy to carry across your body for hands-free travel 
and easily fits a 15” wide laptop and all the accessories 
you need.

70410 84,000 points
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WEBER Q320 Propane BBQ
The Weber 320 series has more features than before. 
With two burners for direct and indirect cooking, a 69” 
warming rack and built-in thermometer, all you need is 
your shish-kabobs and veggies.

80300 161,800 points

WEBER Portable Propane Fireplace
Gather around the fireplace and create lasting 
memories. The 29.5 inch diameter Weber Fireplace is 
as tough as they come. A porcelain enameled lid and 
beautiful bowl contains your crackling fire with a heat 
shield to keep you and your loved ones safe and warm.

80301 90,200 points

EASTMAN Turkey Fryer
You can deep fry your turkey, fish or just boil stew. 
The Eastman Turkey Fryer features a 30 quart durable 
aluminum pot and Eastman quality outdoor cooking 
burner. The burner contains the high-BTU output to 
ensure that your pot stays hot.

80302 70,600 points

BROIL KING Monarch BBQ
Never burn your steak again! The linear flow valves 
on the Monarch BBQ allow you to precisely adjust the 
temperature so you are in full control of your grill. Take 
barbecuing to a whole new level and make mouth-
watering meals the whole family will enjoy.

80303 - Propane 120,600 points
80304 - Gas 132,600 points

NAPOLEAN Pro 450 BBQ
BBQ for a crowd with Napolean Pro BBQ. With stainless 
steel “Wave” rod cooking grids and ceramic “Sizzlezone” 
integrated side burners you get maximum cooking 
surface. Features a heavy-duty Infrared Rotisserie. 
Great for every BBQ creation!

80305 - Propane 439,800 points
80306 - Gas 459,800 points

WEBER Genesis BBQ
There is no question that the Weber Genesis has 
stunning looks and performance. With its three 
stainless steel burners and electronic ignition system, 
this BBQ is sure to please any cook!

80307 - Propane 324,000 points
80308 - Gas 364,400 points

BROIL KING Signet BBQ
Grill a big juicy steak on the thick cast iron cooking grid 
of the Signet BBQ and taste the difference! The burners 
are designed to ensure an even flame from front to 
back, providing even heat at the cooking surface. Made 
from high quality stainless steel.

80309 - Propane 175,400 points
80310 - Gas 189,000 points

NAPOLEAN Patio Heater
The Napolean patio heater allows you to extend 
outdoor activities into the fall or jump start in the 
spring. Enjoy an evening BBQ or early morning coffee 
on the deck. Portable and uses a concealed propane 
bottle to provide toasty “Infrared” heating.

80311 175,000 points

Item not exactly as shown
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O’BRIEN Super Screamer
The O’Brien Super Screamer wave surfer is the best 
way to start your wave fun! Glides smoothly across the 
water for maximum comfort. Fits one or two riders on 
70” of tube. Sturdy with 6 handles and a handy tow 
connector. Try it once and you’ll want more!

80312 66,800 points

O’BRIEN Radica Kneeboard
O’Brien’s Radica kneeboard blends the best of 
wakeboard and waterski for an exciting watersport 
experience. Wakeboard style fins make edging and 
carving a breeze. The water-ski edge bevel helps give 
stability. Built-in hook makes getting up easy for all 
levels.

80313 58,600 points

O’BRIEN Wake Warrior I
Sit back and relax as the Wake Warrior takes you for a 
ride. The Wake Warrior I has a backrest, quick connect 
tow hook and two handles with two EVA Knuckle 
guards.

80314  60,600 points

O’BRIEN Dart 2 Wake Surfer
Two can ride in style with the DART 2! This tube hits the 
bullseye! Constructed with 28 Gauge PVC/24. Stable 
design turns at high speeds for maximum fun!

80315 79,800 points

O’BRIEN Celebrity Combo Ski
With the adjustability of the binding, almost anyone 
will feel comfortable right away on the Celebrity! 
Whether you’re learning to ski for the first time or an 
experienced slalom skier, the Celebrity does it all! 
(binding included)

80316 63,800  points

O’BRIEN Wake Warrior II
What’s fun for one is twice as much for two. Wake 
Warrior II holds two passengers with same back rest 
support and comfortable ride. Great for any member 
of the family.

80317 84,600 points
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TAYLORMADE R11 Limited Driver
Loft, Face Angle and Flight Path! The TaylorMade R11 
metal wood driver is designed to adjust to your perfect 
stroke, giving distance and accuracy to make that 
first shot count! Weight and angle are adjustable for 
ultimate results.

80318 - 80321 113,400 points

BURNER 2.0 Combo Irons
Burner’s improved technology gives you a faster swing 
for more distance than ever before! Triangular high MOI 
club heads are exceptionally forgiving and easy to hit 
with more consistency. Additional club length gives 
you a better launch from your swing.

80322 - 80323 206,800 points
80324  226,800 points

TAYLORMADE Golf Cart Bag
TaylorMade has created a superlight bag weighing less 
than 5 pounds. The Catalina Cart Bag’s internal crush 
proof construction allows it to retain its classic shape 
and design under even the most intense stress.

80325 - 80326 52,800 points

TAYLORMADE Stand Golf Bag
The Corza Golf Bag weights just over 4.5 lbs making 
it incredibly comfortable to carry. It is durable and 
provides accessibility beyond golfer’s expectations. 
With seven full length dividers, clubs are easy to find 
and replace.

80327 - 80328 40,200 points

DUNLOP Loco K
Upgrade to the latest design in Golf Clubs. This set 
includes 1-oversized forged 7075 driver, 2-Ti-matrix 
fairway woods, 1-stainless steel hybrid 3, 7 stainless 
irons (4-PW), 1-heel/toe design putter, 4-premium 
head covers and stand bag with rain cover.

80329 - 80330 89,600 points

DUNLOP Loco Q Ladies
Ladies’ latest model set, the Loco Q includes 1-oversized 
forged 7075 Driver, 1-Ti-matrix fairway wood, 2-steel 
hybrid Irons (4 & 5), graphite-shaft Irons (6-SW), 1-heel/
toe design putter, 4-premium head covers and cart bag 
with rain cover.

80331 - 80332 89,600 points

80318 - MRH 9.0°
80319 - MRH 10.5°
80320 - MLH 9.0°
80321 - MLH 10.5°

80322 - MRH 
80323 - MLH  
80324 - LRH combo

80325 - Black 
80326 - Red  

80325 - Black  
80326 - Red  

80329 - MRH 
80330 - MLH  

80331 - LRH 
80322 - LLH  



BURNER 2.0 Superfast Driver
More speed, more distance! The Burner Superfast 2.0 
Driver is designed with better aerodynamics, is lighter 
with a larger, more forgiving face. The longer shaft and 
lighter weight gives you a faster swing so that you can 
dominate distance on the tee.

80333 - 80337 90,600 points

TAYLORMADE Corza Putter
Sink that shot the first time with TaylorMade’s Ghost 
Corza Putter. Features a white contrasting color, three 
alignment lines and a circular hole for added vivid 
alignment and accuracy. Pure roll Titallium insert 
promotes forward spin and smooth roll.

80338 - 80339 55,200 points

TAYLORMADE Daytona Putter
The Daytona Putter has a soft stainless steel head 
construction and is finished in Tuscan nickel and 
appeals to a wide range of classic putter fans. Equipped 
with a softer feeling AGSI + face insert, it will promote 
better touch and improved putting.

80340 - 80341  42,000 points

BUSHNELL Range Finder
Medalist Laser Range Finder seeks out flags to give you 
all the information you need to plan your next shot. 
Range from 5 to 1000 yards and magnifies 4X. Measures 
in metres or yards, 300 yards to flag, 700 yards to trees 
and 1000 yards to reflective surfaces.

80342  66,800 points

TAYLORMADE Penta TP Golf Balls
TaylorMade’s Penta golf ball is designed for 
professional tours and playable by anyone. New five-
layer technology, provides optimum performance with 
every shot! Increased short game spin, and controlled 
launch and spin off irons. (Box of 12 balls).

80343  19,800 points

TAYLORMADE XD Golf Balls
With TaylorMade’s low-drag performance, the new 
blend of dimple size, edges and depths together 
promote more lift on off-center hits. (Two boxes of 12 
balls each).

80344 18,400 points

Digital Golf Score Card
A must for every golfer! This digital score card scores 
up to four player per game and stores six previous 
games in memory for your reference. It counts putts 
and strokes and can provide an analysis to help you 
improve your game.

80345 30,880 points

SKYCADDIE Golf GPS
Use Skycaddie’s Birdie Plan to map any golf course. With 
range, shape, depth and angle of approach you can 
plan your best shot. Twelve month Birdie Plan includes 
access to every Golf Course in Canada. Optional U.S. 
Golf Courses may be purchased separately.

80346 98,680 points
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80333 - MRH 9.5°
80334 - MRH 10.5°
80335 - MLH 9.5°
80336 - MLH 10.5°
80337 - LRH

80338 - RH 
80339 - LH  

80340 - RH 
80341 - LH



ADIDAS Estadio Backpack
Adidas’ Estadio Team backpack was built with sports 
in mind. It features the Freshpak lined wet/dry shoe 
tunnel that keeps your shoes separate from the rest of 
your gear.

80347 - 80348 22,600 points

TAYLORMADE Rolling Duffle
With integrated and polyurethane wheels, the 
TaylorMade Rolling Dufflebag is easy to transport no 
matter how you travel. Features four exterior pockets, 
deep side shoe pocket and plenty of room for your 
gear.

80349 48,800 points

TAYLORMADE Travel Cover
Golf anywhere and stay ready. The TaylorMade Travel 
Cover has a durable construction and front shoe 
pocket, with padding to protect your clubs so that they 
arrive at your destination safely. Features a handle/
wheel system with durable polyurethane wheels.

80350 56,800 points

ADIDAS Striker Dufflebag
The Striker duffle bag is great for track meets, going 
to the gym or just a weekend getaway. Features a 
FreshPak shoe tunnel with mesh ventilation layer to 
keep shoes dry and has multiple compartments. The 
soft padded shoulder strap is adjustable for comfort.

80351 - 80352 17,800 points

TAYLORMADE Shoe Bag
Keep your shoes protected as you travel to the course! 
This compact TaylorMade shoe bag is a practical way to 
carry and protect your shoes so they last longer!

80353 14,800 points

TAYLORMADE Golf Umbrella/Towel Set
The TaylorMade Umbrella gives you ultimate 
protection from rain or UV Rays with its 60” Canopy. 
Features rubber handle and an automatic open feature. 
Combined with TaylorMade’s 100% cotton golf towel, 
it makes the perfect accessory to your golf collection.

80354 27,800 points

80351 - Black
80352 - Red  

80347 - Black 
80348 - Red  



GIANT Revel 3 Off-Road Bike
Bridge the gap between rugged off-road adventure 
and a cool kick-around bike. This bike delivers off-
road performance, is lightweight and features quality 
components that make it a reliable choice for whatever 
trail you choose. Available in Men’s and Ladies.

80355   117,600 points
80356  122,600 points

GIANT Rapid 3 Road Bike
This men’s bike is made to turn your fitness into fun! 
The Rapid 3 integrates its lightweight aluminum frame 
with wheels designed for an ultra-smooth ride. Its 
components offer you super comfortable and lively 
ride!

80357 - Men’s 179,400 points

GIANT Dash 3 Road Bike
Giant’s Dash 3 is the ladies’ model of the Rapid 3. This 
smooth ride road bike is made to turn your fitness into 
fun! It features a lightweight frame and components 
combined to give you comfort and confidence in your 
fitness ride!

80358 - Ladies’ 179,400 points

GIANT Escape 1 City Bike
Smart, sporty and ready for the city streets. The all 
new, edgy Escape is lighter with a more stable ride. 
For unparalleled performance get out and Escape. 
Features include lightweight aluminium and Shimano 
transmission - your urban speedster awaits.

80359 - Men’s 155,400 points
80360 - Ladies’ 155,400 points

GIANT Defy 3 Road Race Bike
Giant’s Defy 3 boasts race-ready engineering thanks to 
its super-light aluminum frame and carbon fork. It has a 
great feel, cornering precision and fine power transfer. 
Hill-flattening gears and frictionless tires.

80361 - Men’s 248,400 points

GIANT Avail 3 Road Race Bike
This bike gives you awesome road-ready features and 
great looks. The light aluminum frame and carbon 
fork provides cornering precision. A wide range of hill-
flattening gears, friction-free tires, comfortable easy-
to-ride platform pedals gets you ready to go.

80362 - Ladies’ 248,400 points

GIANT Youth Bike
Your young adventurer can make tracks with the 
boys Giant XTC Jr and Girls’ Areva. It is built with light 
aluminum frame and rugged components to last 
through every off-road trip.

80363 - 80364 119,400 points 
80365 - 80366 128,400 points

Solo Bike Trailer/Stroller
Enjoy a leisurely bike ride with your child. This 
lightweight, sturdy alloy bike trailer connects to rear 
chainstay of bicycle with quick release 20” alloy wheels 
with air tires. Converts to a stroller with a push bar with 
hand brake and 16” front wheel.

80367 104,800 points
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COLEMAN Propane Camp Stove
Experience maximum cooking capability with three 
powerful burners and 11,500 BTU’s. Features a battery 
start and a pressure control system that can maintain 
an even surface temperature and heat distribution so 
your meal is cooked perfectly every time.

80368 50,600 points

COLEMAN Propane Fold ‘n Go Grill
Coleman’s Fold ‘n Go portable grill is great for picnics. 
Folds up sleek and compact for easy transport and 
storage. Non-stick cooking surface for up to four 
people. Uses standard 16.4 oz propane bottle.

80369 56,600 points

COLEMAN Propane Lantern w/Case
The Coleman NorthStar propane lantern is fully 
portable and provides high-powered light for any 
camp-night activities. Includes hard case.

80370 32,600 points

COLEMAN Roadtrip Grill
Ideal for a day out! This portable propane grill sets up 
and folds up in seconds. The Roadtrip grill boasts a 285 
sq inch cooking surface and removable mix and match 
cast iron porcelain coated grill and easy-to-clean slide 
out grease tray.

80371 80,600 points

COLEMAN Propane All-In-One Stove
Lightweight and portable, this grill is made to go 
anywhere and make flavourful meals. Includes a stove, 
grill-plate and griddle. Matchless instastart and carry 
case included.

80372 44,600 points

COLEMAN Folding Table
This compact lightweight table is sturdy enough 
for any outing. Folds out instantly with no tools and 
compacts to a slim 24” x 24” x 4” case with a convenient 
carrying handle. From family picnics to sporting events, 
the possibilities are endless!

80373 40,600 points

COLEMAN Camping Package
A complete set-up for first-time campers! Includes tent 
that sleeps up to five people, four 3 lb sleeping bags, 
four folding chairs, 100 qt Extreme camping cooler, and 
Roadtrip grill.

80374 221,600 points

COLEMAN Double High Queen Bed
All the comfort of home! Coleman quickbed is twice 
as high, for a more comfortable sleep in your tent or 
guestroom. Features a soft suede top and durable PVC 
construction, fits standard sheets and rolls up into a 
tote bag for easy storage (Includes 12V pump).

80375 46,600 points
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COLEMAN Screenhouse
Protect your family from mosquitoes, UV rays and rain 
with the screenhouse. Easy to set up, this screenhouse 
turns any bug-infested yard into a great hangout. Two 
large doors for easy access in or out. Includes stakes 
and guylines.

80376 42,600 points

SEVYLOR Inflatable Boat
Enjoy a peaceful trip on the lake to find that perfect 
fishing spot! Sevylor’s four person inflatable boat can 
hold up to 900 lbs. Made with thick durable PVC and 
two inflatable chambers. Strong enough to mount an 
electric outboard motor. (Motor not included.)

80377 62,600 points

COLEMAN Beach Shade
It’s never too hot for the beach with the Coleman 
Beach Shade. Open the rear window for flow through 
ventilation and for privacy the floor coverts into a fully 
enclosed tent for a quick change. Built-in storage bag 
doubles as an interior pocket.

80378 28,600 points

COLEMAN Sleeping Bag
For summer camping sleep comfort, the Coleman  
4 lb sleeping bag is a necessity. Made for camping in 
temperatures as low as -1° C and fits most adults to 
5’11”. Comfortable contoured headrest to keep your 
head off the ground.

80379 27,400 points

COLEMAN 10’ x 10’ Tent
This Coleman full fly tent is large enough for the whole 
family. Sleeps five comfortably with 100 sq feet of floor 
space and 72” center height. Fiberglass poles make it 
lightweight but strong enough to stand up in wind and 
rain. Easy to assemble.

80380 46,600 points

CLEARWATER Iqaluit Kayak
The Iqaluit is a stable, lightweight recreational kayak 
with a very large cockpit opening. Smaller and lighter, 
the Iqaluit is perfect for small to mid-sized paddlers. 
Paddles not included.

80381 230,600 points
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COLEMAN Propane Portable Oven
Ever thought of how to bake in the outdoors or during 
an electrical power outage? Coleman’s propane-
powered Camp Oven allows you to do just that. This 
is a must have for emergency preparedness. Folds flat 
for easy storage. Adjustable racks and easy-to-read 
thermometer.

80382 40,600 points

COLEMAN Propane Camp Coffee Maker
More than just coffee in the fresh outdoors! This 
propane drip-brew coffee maker not only makes a 
great cup of coffee, but is great for other hot drinks in 
minutes. Includes a removable filter, steel base, easy 
pour decanter and pause-and-serve feature.

80383 36,600 points

COLEMAN Propane Catalytic Heater
Make your tent warm and cozy with Coleman’s unique 
Catalytic Heater. Runs on 16.4 oz propane cylinder 
and provides up to seven hours of heat. (Propane not 
included.)

80384 27,600 points

COLEMAN Soft Side Cooler
This cooler is great for activities on the go! It holds up 
to 30 standard cans and has a separate ice-substitute 
pocket. Includes two aluminum bottles to keep your 
beverage at the right temperature. Adjustable shoulder 
strap makes it easy to carry.

80385 18,600 points

COLEMAN Wheeled Cooler
Rugged wheels and a comfortable tow handle makes 
this large cooler easy to transport so that no lifting is 
ever needed. With maximum space for storage it holds 
up to 130 beverage cans and keeps ice cool for up to 
five days.

80386 38,600 points

COLEMAN Thermoelectric Cooler
With 40-qts of space the Thermoelectric cooler gives 
you quiet, long-lasting cooling to 40 degrees below the 
outside temperature to keep your food fresh and tasty. 
Door adjusts to left or right open, molded handles and 
120V power supply fits any vehicle.

80387 42,600 points
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COLEMAN Dining/Cutlery Set
Stylish yet practical, this speckled enamelware kit 
contains durable plates, bowls, mugs and utensils 
that are perfect for your meals around the campfire. 
Utensils are stored in a compact carrying case.

80388 25,800 points

PICNICTIME Folding Picnic Table
Picnic Time’s portable picnic table is ideal for any 
outing. Features plastic table with seating for four, the 
aluminum alloy frames makes it sturdy. Folds into a 
light, convenient travel case. Use indoors or outdoors.

80389 34,600 points

COLEMAN Micro LED Lantern
Small and powerful, this lantern has been modified to 
provide even brighter lighting! Runs for 14 hrs on low 
or 8 hrs on high, it is narrow enough for small spaces. 
Use the loop to hang from your tent or wherever you 
need it! (3AA Batteries not included.)

80390 15,600 points

COLEMAN Rechargeable Light
This rechargeable handheld powerhouse will surprise 
you by the amount of light it generates. It is lightweight 
and feels great in your hands, whether you are camping, 
working or around the house.

80391 14,200 points

DORCY Rechargeable Light
The Dorcy Rechargeable flashlight has more power to 
find what you need in the dark! With 500 lumens and 
2.5 hr run time, it uses 3 high-powered LED lights to 
create the perfect brightness. Includes a 12V Battery/
charger and has a stand to sit on most surfaces.

80392 20,600 points

MAG LITE 3D Flashlight
The MAG 3D Flashlight is built durable enough to last a 
lifetime. Features a projecting light beam that focuses 
using a rotating adjustment. Provides optimum light 
and long battery life combination. A must for any type 
of travel.

80393 15,800 points

MAG LITE LED Light Combo
You’ll never be left out in the dark again if you’ve got 
this Mag Lite Flashlight combo on hand! The Mini Mag 
Lite AA works great when space is an issue, and for all 
other tasks the heavy duty 3D cell Mag Lite has got you 
covered. (Batteries not included.)

80394 15,600 points

COLEMAN LED Lantern
This rechargeable lantern goes anywhere. Rugged for 
the outdoors, it brightens your night with 175 lumens 
on high setting. Lasts ten hours on low and features 
four light settings. Lightweight and portable with a 
convenient carry handle. (Batteries not included.)

80395 22,600 points
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THERMOS Beverage Bottle
No outing is complete without the classic Thermos 
beverage bottle to keep your beverages at just the 
right temperature. This stainless steel Thermos is built 
to last with the unbreakable steel interior and exterior. 
Has a twist and pour stopper for ease of use.

80396 18,000 points

MAVERICK Ice Rod/Reel Combo
Don’t miss that perfect cold catch with the Maverick 
Ice Fishing Combo. Features a solid carbon rod with 
cork handle and reel with six ball bearings and infinite 
anti-reverse. Light and easy to use, even when wearing 
gloves!

80397 22,800 points

CYCLOPS Rechargeable Spotlight
Whether you are on the roadside or campsite, this 
rechargeable light is surprisingly bright for its size. 
It comes with AC/DC adapter and a plug-in for your 
vehicle so that it stays bright no matter where you are.

80398 28,600 points

ESKIMO Power Ice Auger
Eskimo’s Stingray Power Ice Auger has all of the features 
you need in an ice auger. It is rugged, dependable, 
has fast-cutting Quantum blades, and is powered 
by a reliable 33cc engine that starts in the coldest of 
weather. Cuts 8” holes.

80400 130,600 points

THERMOS Pump Pot Server
Rugged and elegant, this Thermos brushed stainless 
steel pump pot has a glass vacuum that insulates for 
maximum temperature retention. The 360º swivel base 
allows you to redirect pour without lifting. Easy lock 
top keeps lid secure and guards against spills.

80399  18,600 points

ESKIMO  Ice Shelter
Eskimo’s Quick Fish 6 portable ice shelter is the most 
compact portable ice shelter and fits six fishing 
enthusiasts! Heavy duty anchors and tie off ropes give 
it more stability even in the highest winds. Storage 
compartments for rope and license.

80401 104,800 points
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BUSHNELL Marine Binoculars
Bushnell Waterproof Marine Binoculars are great for all 
outdoor weather. Waterproof with a special lens design 
to enhance light and help you see clearly through rain 
and fog. Durable and leak proof to handle even the 
toughest of conditions.

80402 53,600 points

BUSHNELL Telescope
Take a tour of the Universe. The Bushnell manual “Go 
To” audio refractor telescope takes you on the tour 
to discover constellations, mythology, amazing facts 
and planets. Features LED red dot finder scope for fast 
positioning.

80403 48,800 points

GARMIN Handheld GPS Map
This handheld navigator features a sunlight readable 
screen that supports BirdsEye Satellite imagery and 
Custom Maps. It is rugged and waterproof and comes 
with a built-in worldwide basemap so you can navigate 
anywhere with ease.

80404 96,680 points

DEUTER Day Pack
This pack was built for the weekend getaway. It has just 
enough space for an overnight and has features you 
normally do not find in a small rucksack. With a side 
top pocket, side mesh and side pockets and additional 
“tool” loops it give you every option for storage up to 
25 lbs of gear.

80405 39,800 points

BUSHNELL Binoculars/Camera
Great for a real close-up shot of nature! Binoculars 
come with a 5mp digital camera built right in. With 
8X magnification and 16MB internal memory, you can 
take still photos or 60 second video of your target. 2G 
removable SD also included.

80406 88,600 points

BUSHNELL Spotting Scope
The compact, collapsible spotting scope allows you 
to see nature with clarity like never before. The coated 
lens makes it both fog and waterproof. The extra long 
eye relief gives you more comfort and is easy for use 
with glasses. Includes carrying case.

80407 60,000 points

MOTOROLA Two-Way Radios
Reception in the wilderness is not a problem with the 
Motorola two-way radio. With the 56 kilometer range 
and 22 channels, stay in touch. Great for quadding, 
snowmobiling or even on a fishing adventure. Includes 
emergency alert and built-in flashlight.

80408 36,680 points

DEUTER Camping Pack
Get out on that rugged trail with Deuter’s full size 
backpack. This pack is made for a long, tough haul. 
With 32” x 11” of space, it can carry up to 65 lbs in the 
many pockets and loops provided to keep everything 
organized. Adjustable straps made for comfort.

80409 - Men’s 68,600 points
80410 - Women’s 73,800 points
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GERBER Multitool Sport
Be prepared wherever your adventure takes you. 
Gerber’s multitool packs camping and survival tools 
including scissors into one compact unit. Carry it in 
your tackle box, on your belt or in your vehicle. You will 
never want to be without it!

80411 20,600 points

Softsider Tackle Bag
This tackle bag has everything you are looking for in 
fishing supply storage. It includes four large utility 
boxes, large front zipper with storage and side pockets 
for smaller items.

80412 26,600 points

PRESENTATION 6” Fillet Knife
This stainless steel fillet knife features a 6” blade with 
laminate handle for solid handling. The coated stainless 
steel blade is tapered to offer more precision. Comes 
with genuine leather carry-case.

80413 16,600 points

KUTMASTER Hunting Knife Kit
Kutmaster’s Hunting Knife kit is all you need for your 
outdoor hunting adventure. Includes 4” trapper knife, 
16” folding wood saw and interchangeable cutting 
blades combined together in the Condura Sheath with 
belt loop. Rust resistant stainless steel.

80414 20,600 points

ANGLER’S CHOICE Fillet Kit
This kit is perfect for the avid outdoors person for 
fishing, camping or cookout. The soft grip handles and 
sharp blades make it easy to use and clean. It includes 
a cutting board and carry case so you can have it handy 
in the most remote fishing spot.

80415 16,600 points

PFLUEGER Electric Fillet Kit
Premium motor will provide years of service in the 
field, camp or at home for filleting and other cutting 
chores. The knife features a quiet long-lasting motor 
and advanced air flow handle to reduce heat build up.

80416 41,600 points

GERBER Folding Knife
This wood-handled folding knife from Gerber features 
surgical stainless steel blade and with a classic wood 
handle molded for a comfortable grip. Lightweight 
and exceptionally durable, the compact knife is a great 
choice for any outdoor enthusiast.

80417 11,800 points

AQUA-VU Fish Finder
Finding your next catch is easy with the Aqua-Vu 
Underwater camera. The 5’” viewing screen has a zip-
out sunshield with 50 ft of 200 lb cable, and a fish 
camera with light and dimmer control for viewing your 
target clearly.

80418 96,680points
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PFLUEGER Rod & Reel Combo
The President Rod/Reel combo has the smooth 
handling and power you’ll need to reign supreme 
against marauding fish. This great combination 
features a one-way clutch with instant reverse. The rod 
is graphite for light weight and increased sensitivity.

80419 40,600 points

PFLUEGER Fly Fishing Kit
This six-piece, light spinning fly tie rod is made with 
graphite and a cork handle for strong grip. Includes 
a 30 size four-bearing spinwheel with infinite spin 
reverse. Comes with soft sided compression molded 
carry case.

80420 44,600 points

PFLUEGER Spin Rod/Reel
The TRION GX combo is light and features a comfortable 
grip to reel in your catch. Trion’s spinner offers a smooth 
drag system and the high quality design gives a better 
cast and spin reducing tangles. Features a Rosewood 
handle and titanium/stainless steel design.

80421 32,600 points

PIRANHA MAX Fish Finder
Find the best spot with the Piranha MAX portable 
fish finder. Features an improved image with 8 levels 
of grayscale and backlit with higher resolution for 
a clearer image. Detects fish up to 800 feet and is 
waterproof. Comes with hard-shell carry case.

80422 37,880 points

CAMO All Day Cooler Bag
Your refreshments are ready when you are! This all day 
cooler can pack up to 24 standard size beverage cans. 
Includes side pockets for smaller items, light and easy 
to carry.

80423 18,600 points

Guide Series Rod/Reel Case
Transport your fishing gear with ease with the Guide 
Series Rod and Reel Case. Made with soft waterproof 
fabric, it is light and made to hold two - 2pc rod and 
reels. Adjustable shoulder strap for comfort.

80424  24,600 points
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Indoor/Outdoor Table Tennis
The Cornilleu Ping Pong - Table Tennis is sturdy and 
easy to move around. It is great for both indoor and 
outdoor use. Easy Fold mechanism for storage. Includes 
net, paddles and balls.

80425 320,800 points

REEBOK Deck
The Reebok deck is an extremely versatile workout tool. 
It can be used for an aerobic step workout or an incline/
decline bench for resistance training. Has an adjustable 
seat and back support.

80426 62,600 points

BOWFLEX Extreme 2 Fitness Centre
The Extreme 2 is the ultimate fitness centre. It uses the 
pulley cable system and allows you to change from one 
exercise to another quickly. It has over 70 gym quality 
exercises available.

80427 460,600 points

REEBOK Portable Basketball
Turn your driveway into a basketball court with the 
portable basketball system from Everlast. Includes a 
shatterproof backboard, hoop and net and is portable. 
Base requires weighting for stability.

80428 111,800 points

REEBOK Elliptical Trainer
The Reebok RL1500 Elliptical Trainer has a 20” stride 
and smooth glide track with digital resistance. Monitor 
your progress in the LED display. Two built-in fans help 
you keep cool while you work out. 15 programs for a 
variety of workout options.

80429 378,400 points

EVERLAST Treadmill
Get the training you need with Everlast’s Treadmill! This 
cushioned deck comes with all the standard features 
for high-performance such as incline settings, pre-set 
programs, monitoring displays and a built-in fan. Plug 
in your MP3 player and have a great workout.

80430 360,600 points

REEBOK Spinbike
Get ready for the road with this resistance spinbike. 
Adjustable seat and handlebars accommodate any 
riding style. Sturdy design with safety features to 
ensure that you get the ultimate workout.

80431  329,800 points

EVERLAST Speed Bag Set
Get a heavy workout with this combo set. Features 
heavy duty steel supports for bags weighing up to 100 
lbs. Adjustable height speed bag platform swings 180° 
to fit floor plan. Includes heavy and speed bag, gloves, 
bungee attachment and chain assembly.

80432 132,600 points
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t e r m s  a n d  c o n d i t i o n s

1. Currently employed or on an active list with Voice Construction Ltd.

2. Points have no cash value.

3. Points can be purchased.

4. Points cannot be transferred or pooled with another participant’s points.

5. Voice Construction Safety Saves points cannot be redeemed for cash.

6. There is no limit to the number of points the participant may accumulate during 

the program.

7. We reserve the right to replace out of stock or unavailable items with a 

substitution of equal or greater value.

8. All points include shipping and handling costs of the merchandise chosen.

9. Points may be redeemed for any of the exclusive merchandise awards from Voice 

Construction Safety Saves Rewards catalogue.

10. To redeem points the participant must be current and in good standing with 

Voice Construction Ltd.

11. Any Voice Construction Safety Saves account not earning points for a period of 

1 year will be cancelled and all accrued points forfeited.

12. Voice Construction Ltd. reserves the right to cancel the program at any time. 

Should the program be cancelled, participants will have three (3) months to claim 

awards.

13. Cascadia Motivation Inc. and Voice Construction Ltd. are not liable for any 

damage or injury resulting from the use or operation of any merchandise awards 

claimed as a result of this program.

14. Any tax implications arising from Voice Construction Safety Saves rewards are 

the responsibility of the participant.

15. Voice Construction Ltd. is the final authority as to the interpretation of these 

rules and Voice Construction Ltd. reserves the right to disallow points and 

disqualify participants.

16. 1,600 hours to 2,000 hours constitutes 1 year of service.

17. If a person is on Modified Work then points are put on hold until that person 

resumes full duties.

18. If a person receives a Medical Aid then 200 hours of equivalent points is removed 

from total hours.

19. If a person receives a Lost Time then up to 2000 hours is removed from total 

hours and points are put on hold until that person resumes full duties.  (Up to 

the discretion of Voice Construction Ltd.)

One hour is equivalent to 30 points

Years of service 

• 0 to 4 years. Points are multiplied by 1

• 5 to 9 years. Points are multiplied by 1.15 

• 10 to 14 years. Points are multiplied by 1.3

• 15 to 19 years. Points are multiplied by 1.6

• 20 to 29 years. Points are multiplied by 2

• 30 years plus. Points are multiplied by 2.5



g u i d e  t o  r e w a r d s

The Guide TO OrderinG YOur rewards

1. FIND THE ITEM YOU WANT.  The items are listed by category, page number, catalogue number, description and points.

2. FILL IN THE ORDER FORM.  Please photocopy the order form in the back of this catalogue before use. If you do not have an order form, please contact your program 
administrator. Please print all information clearly and fill in all applicable information.

3. DELIVERY.  Most items will be received in 4-6 weeks. Specialty items may require more time however you will be advised accordingly. If you need an item for a special occasion 
or holiday, please order early.

4. PRODUCT AVAILABILITY.  Every effort is made to ensure that the products shown will be available when you order. From time to time, however, manufacturers may change 
models, colours, patterns, specifications, or pricing. On occasion it may be necessary to substitute items, however substitutions will be made with products of equal or greater 
value.

5. MISSING OR DAMAGED GOODS.  We cannot always ship multiple items together. Several shipments may be required to fulfill your order. If damage is apparent on an item or 
if your order is incomplete (compared to the shipping documents) please refuse the shipment. Sign only for items received in good condition and only for the number of cartons 
on the shipping document.

6. A GUARANTEE TO YOU.  Most items are covered by a manufacturer’s warranty. Please complete the manufacturer’s warranty card (included with most items) and keep a copy 
for yourself in the event that you may need service. Returns are sometimes possible but only with prior authorization.

7. CORRECTIONS.  Unfortunately, errors occasionally occur. Please notify us of any discrepancies.

Please contact Client Services at:

Voice Construction Ltd.
7545 52 Street

Edmonton, Alberta T6B 2G2
Contact: Safety Department

Office 780-469-1351
Fax 780-466-9378

Email: safetysaves@voiceconst.com

Please include your name, address, company, and order number (if applicable) when making inquiries.
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